
From: W.A. Bubriski <wbubriski@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 12:28 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul; Wanda Bubriski 

Subject:WATER PLAN LANGUAGE 

Attachments: CT Water Plan_public resource_22012018.pdf 

TO:      The Water Planning Council of Connecticut 

 wpc@ct.gov <mailto:wpc@ct.gov> 

CC:      Raul Pino, Commissioner, CT Dept. of Public Health 

 Raul.pino@ct.gov <mailto:Raul.pino@ct.gov> 

 PDF Version of letter attached 

January 22, 2018 

To all Members of the Connecticut Water Planning Council: 

I write in strong favor of including in the state’s first Water Plan, which you currently craft, the principle 

that water is a publicly owned natural resource—the most valuable we all have.  As such, this valuable 

resource is owned by the public, and must be held in trust for future generations of citizens of the state, 

and should be sustainably managed for the benefit of all living in the state, now and for generations to 

come.  

Water is a public resource, not a commodity to be owned, controlled or managed by private interests, 

utility companies or any other corporate entity.   
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**This document is a compilation of correspondence received by the WPC in regard to the issue of water as a public trust.  It has been amended to include three letters from Senators Looney and Bye, Senators Fasano and Witkos, and representatives of CWWA, CBIA, NFIB, Homebuilders & Remodelers Association of CT, Inc., CCM, and COST.**
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As you finalize this very important document, the state’s first water plan, please include clear language 

that states that Connecticut water belongs to the public and is held in trust by the state, which must 

manage it in the best interests of the public. 

 

 

 

 

I thank you for your service to the citizens of Connecticut, and I thank you in advance for ensuring that 

the Water Plan embraces our water as a public trust resource.   

 

 

  

 

Very sincerely, 

 

  

 

Wanda A Bubriski 

 

6 Rockland Park  

 

Branford, CT 06405 

 

wbubriski@gmail.com <mailto:wbubriski@gmail.com>  

 

  

 

From: Mary Mushinsky <repmushinsky@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:59 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Re: Don't censor water plan 

 

 

On Jan 22, 2018 11:56 AM, "Mary Mushinsky" <repmushinsky@gmail.com 

<mailto:repmushinsky@gmail.com> > wrote: 

 

 

 Dear Water Planning Council,  

 I have learned that there is an effort to strip out the language in the state water plan that water 

is a public trust to be carefully protected and managed for future generations. Remember that this is the 

whole purpose for creating a state water plan: to use water wisely and protect all users. Water utilities 



have a right to be compensated for their investments in infrastructure, but we should not simply hand 

over the resource that is essential to life on earth. 

 

 Please do not censor this report by removing public trust language. Thw public needs you to 

stand firm and protect this critical natural resource. Water and air are life itself: they must not be given 

away. 

 

 Sincerely, 

 Mary Mushinsky 

 State Rep. 85th District 

 Assistant Deputy Speaker 

 

From: Mary Dortenzio <marydortenzio@outlook.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:58 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Connecticut State Water Plan 

 

Dear John W. Betkoski III, Chairman of the Water Planning Council: 

 

We encourage the development of a statewide water plan to support collective planning and water 

management for our state in order to maintain clean and abundant water supplies in Connecticut and 

keep our water in the public trust. It is our understanding that there is a current campaign influenced by 

the public water utilities and others including Senators Len Fasano and Kevin Witkos to remove from the 

final plan language state clearly that water is a public trust resource. We believe that if this language is 

removed, the water plan would not sufficiently protect public water and the environment. Please retain 

language in the State Water Plan stating that water is a public trust resource. 

 

Thank you, 

 

 

 

 

Mary Dortenzio  

From: Rivers Alliance of CT <rivers@riversalliance.org> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:52 AM 

To: Tollie Miller; CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:RE: Water as a Public Resource 

 

Perfect.  M 

 

 

 

Sent via the Samsung GALAXY S® 5, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 



 

 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: Tollie Miller <tolliehmiller@gmail.com>  

Date: 1/22/18 7:54 AM (GMT-05:00)  

To: wpc@ct.gov  

Cc: raul.pino@ct.gov, Margaret Miner <rivers@riversalliance.org>  

Subject: Water as a Public Resource  

 

 

Dear Water Planning Council, 

 

I have attended a meeting of the WPC and have submitted comments before on the critical nature of 

creating a State Water Plan for Connecticut. Thank you for your many months of diligence and work 

with various stakeholders to bring this plan to fruition. 

 

I am writing today to enjoin you to include the words "water is a public trust resource" in your draft. As 

three of the commissioners on the WPC have stated, as well as the consultant hired by the state,  this is 

a core principle that underlies the very work of the WPC. We NEED a statewide water plan BECAUSE of 

the precious nature of this resource, water. We need to carefully manage its use to ensure that it is 

intact for generations to come.  

 

In fact, this term is already in CT law (Section 22a-15, CGS): 

 

It is hereby found and declared that there is a public trust in the air, water and other natural resources 

of the state of Connecticut and that each person is entitled to the protection, preservation and 

enhancement of the same. 

 

 

This core value is the driving REASON for the need of a State Water Plan and should be included in the 

executive summary of the document.  

 

It is important to note that this wording was reflected in nearly all of the hundreds of public comments 

that were sent to the WPC. It is the clear understanding of the citizens themselves  that treating our 

water as a public trust resource is at the core of this plan.  

 

I urge you to honor the thinking of three of the commissioners and the consultant, and the public who 

wrote to you, and state, clearly, that water is a public trust resource. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Tollie Miller 

88 Kenmore Rd 

Bloomfield, CT 



 

From: john sokolowski <johnesokolowski@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:48 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations 

 

WPC members, 

Water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations, not just future business. 

 

Water ownership and the right to water is a matter of politics and law, so its largely opinion.  Although 

opinions differ, in this case, the divide is between the people and the profiteers of an up and coming 

market, or at least the lobbyists representing them.  It is the duty of all community leaders to represent 

and act in the best interests of their constituents, businesses included. But to exclude the statement 

that Connecticut’s water is a public trust resource is certain to benefit whichever entity, I’ll bet private, 

claims ownership over our water resources.  Whoops, I said “our”.  One could argue water is not “ours”, 

but it’s a necessity of life, all life for that matter.  To withhold this resource is a denial of basic needs for 

living.  We all know this is a hot issue and there has been plenty of public comment.  This is all about the 

rights of the private citizen, why the hesitation?   

 

We can purchase different levels of food in our stores, cheap chicken, expensive organic kale, you name 

it, but that offers a level of choice.  Though the sources differ, there’s only one chemical composition for 

water, and we all need the same one.  I know everyone on the WPC must be well educated to get where 

they are now.  All of you must know the idiocy of bottled water, of selling bottled water from CT during 

a historic drought, et cetera; but for the hesitation in adding this language, there MUST be an unseen 

element the public either isn’t aware of or hasn’t paid attention to.  I pray it’s not as simple as corporate 

interest. 

 

 

 

~ John Sokolowski 

From: Susan Robinson <srrobinson@optonline.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:45 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Re: Amendments to Draft of State Water plan 

 

I strongly urge the WPC and the DPH to reject efforts to promote the concept that our state's water 

resources are not a public trust resource. 

 

 

Susan Robinson 

Redding Conservation CommissionFrom: Martha M Smith <marthamsmith@att.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:44 AM 



To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

Dear Chairman Betkoski and Water Planning Council Members: 

 

I am disturbed by the requests by a number of business groups and  

Senators Fasano and Witkos protesting inclusion of Public Trust in  

Connecticut's Water Plan.  I am one of the many who requested its  

inclusion in the Plan.  Public Trust is not a new water resources  

concept, but rather a FOUNDATIONAL concept already embraced by the state. 

 

Public comments on the draft Plan spoke clearly on this point.  If the  

public comment period ignores public comment, who is this Water Plan  

going to serve? 

 

Sincerely yours, 

 

Martha Smith 

 

--  

-- Martha M Smith 

-- (203) 497-9698 

 

From: Marianne Horn <marianneihorn@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:41 AM 

To: Pino, Raul; CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water is a public trust resource 

 

Dear Commissioner Pino and members of the Water Planning Council: 

 

I am writing to ask you to ensure that the state water plan affirm that “water is a public trust resource”.  

My understanding is that, despite this language appearing in statute (Conn. Gen. Stat. sec. 22a-15) and 

overwhelming public comments in support for it in the state water plan, there is a movement by water 

industry lobbyists to have the phrase removed from the plan. I am also aware that its removal has 

support from the Department of Public Health’s representative.  

 

Please support the retention of the public trust language in the plan.   The citizens of this state, not 

industry and corporations seeking to exploit out water for profit, nor regulatory agencies should control 

this precious resource and this language reaffirms this important principle. 

 

Thank you for taking my concerns into consideration - and for all the vital work you do to protect the 

public’s health. 

 

Sincerely, 



 

Marianne Horn, RN, JD 

Bloomfield, CT 

 

 

 

From: Andrea Masisak <epimedium48@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:39 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water is a Public Trust Resource 

 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

As you finalize Connecticut's new Water Plan, please remember that water is a public trust resource to 

be managed and protected for current and future generations.  It's not a private commodity to be sold 

to the highest bidder. 

 

Cordially, 

Andrea Masisak 

Bloomfield, Connecticut 

 

 <https://www.avast.com/sig-email?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-

email&utm_content=webmail&utm_term=icon>   Virus-free. www.avast.com 

<https://www.avast.com/sig-email?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-

email&utm_content=webmail&utm_term=link>    

 

From: Troy Hutchinson <tlbhutch@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:38 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:WATER IS A PUBLIC TRUST RESOURCE 

 

Dear Members of the Water Planning Council, 

 

 

I understand that a serious new threat to public control of our state water has emerged days before the 

CT state water plan is due to be completed. As you create our state’s first water plan, PLEASE DO NOT 

GIVE IN TO OUTSIDE PRESSURE TO EXCLUDE A STATEMENT THAT CT’S WATER IS A PUBLIC TRUST 

RESOURCE.   

 

 

Greedy water utility lobbyists and corporate business interests, along with State Senators Fasano and 

Witkos, and most disturbingly, even the Department of Public Health are all wrong to override the most 



frequently mentioned public input into the plan — that water is a resource owned by the public, held in 

trust for future generations, and to be sustainably managed for the benefit of all. It is a travesty to quash 

the public's comments by removing the PUBLIC TRUST RESOURCE language from your plan. Please 

represent me (and the other concerned citizens who have already given voice) well when you present 

your plan to the state legislature next week.  You will shape CT's water policy for decades to come.  

 

 

Please affirm that "water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations”. 

 

 

Thank you, 

Troy Hutchinson 

(concerned citizen of New Haven) 

 

 

 

 

From: James Admans <james.admans@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:34 AM 

To: Pino, Raul; CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water is a public trust resource 

 

Dear Raul Pino and the Water Planning Council, 

 

I am writing as a concerned resident of West Haven, CT. In the proposed state water plan, why would 

water not be described as a public trust resource? Water in the State of Connecticut is owned by the 

public and should be sustainably managed for the benefit of all life. In the doom and gloom of your 

discussion, please consider: if the public does not own water, then who does? And who will get to 

decide on crucial issues of water availability and quality? Corporations and water industries seeking 

profit? Regulatory agencies hoping to maintain control? Or we, the citizens of Connecticut? 

 

You can reach me by email at this address. I look forward to hearing your positions on this issue. 

 

Sincerely, 

James Admans 

From: jo anderson <janderson_alc@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:26 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Rivers Alliance of Connecticut 

Subject:Please continue to include the terminology 'THAT WATER IS A PUBLIC TRUST RESOURCE' in the 

final proposed  draft 

 

Good morning, 

In my mind water is definitely a public trust resource - hopefully to always be managed sustainably. 



 

Please respect my thoughts on this subject and continue to include the appropriate verbiage in the final 

proposed draft. 

 

 

Joellen Anderson 

From: J. Louis <jebvl@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:12 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Our Water 

 

 

I believe that our state water plan must affirm that "water is a public trust resource". I also believe that 

most people feel that way and want you to protect the public interest. 

 

Thank you, 

Jane Louis 

Windsor, CT 

From: Tammy Kroll <tammykroll2@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:11 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

 

Attn: WPC Members 

 

I am concerned at what is happening at this moment with the planning of our CT water.  I concur with 

MANY others in this state the the language "water is a public trust resource to be protected for future 

generations" must remain in the plan.   

 

Why would we want to give control of our water systems to corporations whose bottom line is profit?  

Water is a basic human need and should NEVER be controlled by those who are looking to profit and 

'keep the share holders happy'.  

 

Do the right thing - for all of our children and grandchildren. 

 

Tammy Kroll 

West Hartford Resident 

  

  

From: kvngough@aol.com 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:07 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: beth.bye@cga.ct.gov; douglas.mccrory@cga.ct.gov; Pino, Raul; bobby.gibson@cga.ct.gov 

Subject:State Water Plan 



 

Dear Water Planning Council, 

  

I attended a meeting of the WPC last October and submitted comments on the draft plan. Thank you for 

your many months working with various stakeholders on the plan. 

  

I am writing you now because I have learned that the Council is being pressured to remove the concept 

of "water is a public trust resource" from the Plan.  As stated by existing CT law (Section 22a-15, CGS):   

  

It is hereby found and declared that there is a public trust in the air, water and other natural resources 

of the state of Connecticut and that each person is entitled to the protection, preservation and 

enhancement of the same. 

  

The public clearly recognizes that water is a public trust resource as evidenced by the number of citizens 

who included this concept in their comments.  It’s alarming that after the public was encouraged to 

participate in the development of the plan by submitting comments that the Department of Public 

Health would argue that these comments should be disregarded.  Frankly, such a dismissive attitude is 

insulting to Connecticut citizens. 

  

I expect the Council to reflect the concerns of Connecticut citizens who took the time to review the plan 

and to state the obvious (as reflected in existing CT law) - that water is a public trust resource. 

  

Thank you for your consideration.   

  

Paula Jones 

5 Bear Ridge Drive 

Bloomfield, CT  06002 

  

  

  

  

       

From: Lynne Bonnett <lybonnett@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:06 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:public trust 

 

Dear Commissioner Jack Betkoski and the Water Planning Council, 

 

Please leave the reference to water being a public trust in the plan.  It is not a last minute item, we, the 

public has been talking about it for a long time. 

 

Please consider that "the public" spends a considerable amount of money ensuring clean water through 

sewage treatment fees,  phosphorous removal,  nitrogen removal, stormwater MS4 regulations and 



Combined Sewer Overflow reduction.  The public spends these monies through state and municipal 

taxes as well as indirectly through federal taxes.    The public definitely has the right to say that CT's 

clean water is and should be held in public trust; they are spending their hard earned dollars to take care 

of it. 

 

Industry, agriculture and other businesses may apply and request to have uses of the public water 

supply but they need to work with the public interest in making decisions about how this is to be done, 

what is fair use, how will it affect the environment, water quality and public access to the natural 

resource.  In my mind, that is what this reference will allow to happen.  Without it, decisions can be 

made without public consent as in the recent case of water bottling in Bloomfield.   Or what should 

happen if fracking waste is brought to CT - it is not inconceivable, the ban on importing fracking waste is 

temporary.  The public needs protection from unsavory uses of our water; a seat at the table.  Why is 

this so alarming?   Don't we deserve it?  

 

 

Sincerely, Lynne Bonnett 

New Haven CT 

 

 

 

--  

 

Lynne Bonnett 

 

From: janet luongo <jluongo3@optonline.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:00 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water is Life. Protect our water as a public trust resource. 

 

Dear John W. Betkoski III Chairman of the Water Planning Council. 

 

Water is a necessity for life. I believe water is sacred. I believe water is a resource that belongs to me as 

a citizen. Please protect our water. 

 

Please include in the CT State Water Plan the essential statement,  

"WATER IS A PUBLIC TRUST RESOURCE.' 

 

Thank you 

 

Mrs. Janet Luongo 

49 Creeping Hemlock Dr. 

Norwalk, CT 06851 

 

 



 

www.janetLuongo.com 

writing, art, well-being 

 

 

 

From: Catherine Noujaim <cmnouja@aol.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:50 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul; Rep. Slap, Derek; Elizabeth Esty; Senator Christopher Murphy; 

Mike.Demicco@cga.ct.gov 

Subject:Water is a public resource, State Water plan. 

 

Dear Water Planning Council, 

 

In this time of climate change, as cities of the world begin to literally run out of water, we need to affirm 

that water is a public trust resource.   Connecticut is a state of many small farms, of towns that still rely 

on natural springs and wells, of lakes and bodies of water that are, thanks to state oversight, in good 

condition.  Making these waters available to corporate interests, to anything other than the public trust 

is a dangerous example for Connecticut to set.   The Farmington river is still low after the drought of the 

summer of 2016, and weather and climate events are going to become more extreme, and more 

prolonged.  We have had salmon return to areas of our rivers, due to careful management.  Please 

protect our beautiful state, our farms, our parks, all of which depend on water as a public resource.  

 

Please keep this statement in the water plan.   This is hugely important in an era of global climate 

change, as it will only benefit Connecticut if we keep our water here in our state, and will only hurt it to 

leave it open to corporate predation. 

 

Please feel free to email me if you need clarification of my views, as I realize sometimes concern does 

not translate through in the written word.   I am very concerned that there is pressure to remove the 

statement expressing the principle that water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future 

generations, to be sustainably managed for the benefit of all.   Please keep this principle, this statement, 

in the plan, for the benefit of Connecticut. 

 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Noujaim From: Jill Ford <jill.s.ford@cox.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:50 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT State Water Plan, GS Section 22a-15 

 

Dear People, 

 

I beseech you to keep language in state law GS Section 22a-15 recognizing our public water sources as a 

“public trust resource”. I expect and hold my elected representatives to the standard that water is not to 



be owned nor privatized. We have an obligation to hold our water resources in trust for future 

generations.  

 

Warm regards, 

 

Jill Ford 

West Granby, CT 

From: Terri Tibbatts <terri@territibbatts.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:39 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

I am writing you to indicate my support for the inclusion of the principal that water is a public trust 

resource. This is a vital principal and one that I, as a citizen of CT, hold to be true. Please do not remove 

this principal from the plan. Use the “triple bottom line” considerations of social, environmental, and 

economic factors to evaluate your decisions about our natural resources. We need these principals to 

not only as legal doctrine but also to guide our ethical use of our resources. 

Thank you, 

Terri Tibbatts 

Vice President of the Washington Environmental Council 

 

--  

 

Terri Tibbatts 

PO Box 618 

Washington Depot, CT  

06794 

 

860 350 1919 

 

terri@territibbatts.com <mailto:terri@territibbatts.com>   

terri@shojishades.com <mailto:terri@shojishades.com>  

From: Missy Stevens <missy@missystevens.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:32 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Comment on the State Water Plan 

 

I am writing you to indicate my support for the inclusion of the principal that water is a public trust 

resource. This is a vital principal and one that I, as a citizen of CT, hold to be true. Please do not remove 

this principal from the plan. Use the “triple bottom line” considerations of social, environmental, and 

economic factors to evaluate your decisions about our natural resources. We need these principals to 

not only as legal doctrine but also to guide our ethical use of our resources. 

Thank you, 

Missy Stevens 



26 Nichols Hill Rd 

Washington, CT 06793 

From: Pam Arifian <PamA@ctucc.org> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:27 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:State Water Plan Input 

 

Water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations. Please ensure that the State 

Water Plan includes language that water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future 

generations and to be sustainably managed for the benefits of ALL. 

 

 

 

 

Thank you, 

 

Pam 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pam Arifian 

Director, UCC Northeast Environmental Justice Center  

a ministry of the Connecticut Conference of the United Church of Christ 

www.ctucc.org/environmentaljustice <http://www.ctucc.org/environmentaljustice>  

www.silverlakect.org <http://www.silverlakect.org/>  

Facebook: “UCC Environmental Justice at SLCC” 

Instagram: “uccenvirojusticeslcc" 

Email: pama@ctucc.org <mailto:pama@ctucc.org>  

Phone: 860-364-5418 

 

** I strive to respond to emails as soon as my part-time schedule allows. Thanks for your patience! **  

From: Linda Pagani <lp212@liquidterrain.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:21 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul; Len.Fasano@cga.ct.gov; Kevin.Witkos@cga.ct.gov 

Subject:Our CT Water is a Public Trust 

 

To: Members of the Water Planning Council - Jack Betkoski, Lori Mathieu, Betsey Wingfield, Mike 

Sullivan 

cc: Raul Pino, Dept. of Public Health, State Senator Len Fasano, State Senator Kevin Witkos 



 

Water in the State of Connecticut indeed does belong to the people of Connecticut. Further, it is 

codified in Connecticut General Statues Sec. 22a.-15, which I cite here in toto: 

 

"It is hereby found and declared that there is a public trust in the air, water and other natural resources 

of the state of Connecticut and that each person is entitled to the protection, preservation and 

enhancement of the same. It is further found and declared that it is in the public interest to provide all 

persons with an adequate remedy to protect the air, water and other natural resources from 

unreasonable pollution, impairment or destruction." 

(1971, P.A. 96, S. 2.)  

 

I attended the meeting of the Water Planning Council (WPC) at PURA on December 15 where the four 

members voted unanimously to include this citation in the body of the Draft State Water Plan that will 

be presented to the legislature when it convenes. The WPC members decided to do this, at the 

recommendation of the plan consultant, in response to the overwhelming written and oral public 

comments related to protecting water as a public trust in response to the plan. 

 

There are two important points to be considered here. 

 

1. The legislature mandated that the public have several chances to comment on the plan. The public 

has spoken. We want the concept of water as a public trust included in the plan. The public did not have 

a seat at the table during the entire planning process. Our only chance for input was through our oral 

and written comments. Why solicit public comments at all if the WPC is not going to consider and act on 

those comments by including them in the actual plan text when necessary? 

 

2. Section 22a.-15, as cited above, has existed for 47 years, since 1971. It has been clearly and soundly 

established, therefore, as a fundamental basis for environmental protection. The well-funded lobbyists 

who signed the January 18, 2018 letter to Commissioner Betkoski demanding the removal of this 

language from the draft plan--before it even gets to the legislature--seem to be starting the first step 

toward repealing this statute. Further, as they always do whenever an environmental issue comes 

before the legislature, they raise that tired old argument that any protection will potentially harm 

economic development. Why? Because they want to control our water resources for the private 

interests they are paid handsomely to protect. 

 

The overriding tenet of the draft plan is to balance water use for all needs. To remove the language on 

water as a public trust simply confirms that the scale will be completely tipped to unfairly benefit 

business use. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Linda Pagani 

Bloomfield, CT 

 

 



From: Jane Low <jsrl.low@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:13 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water Plan Legislation 

 

Committee Members, 

 

The water plan being written for state legislation must include wording that says water is a resource 

owned by the public, held in trust for future generations and is to be sustainably maintained for the 

benefit of all. 

 

This is a very important point which should keep the state's waters from being appropriated by some 

entity which would limit the supply to the greater population. 

 

Thank you for your attention to this concern. 

 

Jane R. Low 

Bloomfield, CT 

From: Jane Zande <ebrojz@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:08 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:statement of CT's water 

 

Dear Members of the Water Planning Council, 

 

 

I would like the State Water Plan to include a statement that water is a public trust resource to be 

protected for future generations. 

 

 

I am extremely wary of arguments that this principle encroaches upon the water rights of public water 

suppliers and other business water users, or that the phrase “public trust” is a “complex matter of law”. 

 

 

I see opposition to the statement as a way to once again prioritize corporate interests over public 

interests. 

 

 

Water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future generations, and to be sustainably 

managed for the benefit of all. Leaving out such a principle only gives corporations a larger stake than 

the public. 

 

 



 

 

Jane Zande 

West Hartford, CT 

From: Debi Gosselin <debigosselin@comcast.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:02 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water Resources  

 

 

Dear Sir,  

I am writing to express my strongly held conviction that water is a resource owned by the public, held in 

trust for future generations, and to be sustainably managed for the benefit of all.  It is essential that this 

language be included in the state wide water management policy. It is important that this valuable 

resource not be controlled by a privileged few. 

Thank you, 

Debi  

From: Sloane, David <DSloane@newhaven.edu> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 9:59 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water as a public trust 

 

Dear Commissioners:  

Connecticut Water is the greatest trust we have next to the air we breathe. For goodness sake and the 

sake of the people of CT please safeguard it from exploitation, pollution, and misguided management in 

every way possible.  

Best wishes, 

Dr. David E. E. Sloane 

Hamden CT 06517 

dsloane@newhaven.edu 

From: Robert Marra <forpathct@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 9:38 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Connecticut's Water Policy: Who is it really for? 

 

Dear Water Planning Council, 

 

I am writing today to express my dismay in learning that the the WPC is facing pressure from certain 

groups to remove from the State Water Plan any mention of the concept that Connecticut's water is a 

public trust resource. If the State Water Plan is to have any impact on improving conservation of this 

resource, then acknowledging that as a public trust it must be secured and protected by law is essential.  

To do otherwise is to "kick the can down the road," while leaving this public resource vulnerable to 

excesses of exploitation that are not in the best interests of the public.  



 

Regards, 

 

Robert E. Marra, Ph.D. 

West Haven, CT 

 

From: TERESA BURGER <t.burger@comcast.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 9:35 AM 

To: raul.paul@ct.gov; CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Please support our water 

 

Dear sirs :  

 

Our water plan should affirm and state  that  

“Water is a public trust resource.” Please make sure our water plan includes this wording before it goes 

to the general assembly next week. This will help protect our water for generations to come.  

 

Teresa Burger 

174 0verbrook Rd 

West Hartford CT 06107  

 

 

Sent from XFINITY Connect App 

 

From: Anne Delo <annedelo@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 9:10 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

To contemplate that water is other than a public trust resource can only lead to ultimate unsolvable 

issues regarding ownership and exercise of private interests.  

Given our global water issues, CT needs to demonstrate best practices in this regard.  It must be deemed 

a public trust. 

 

Anne Delo 

47 Pomperaug road 

Woodbury CT   06798 

From: Jordan Orpaz <jordan.orpaz@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 8:54 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:State Water Plan 

 

Good morning, 



 

It is my understanding that in regards to the upcoming state water plan, there has been significant 

pressure to exclude a statement that Connecticut's water is a public trust resource. I urge you to include 

language that affirms that water is a public trust resource which should be protected for future 

generations. It is a shame that we have seen actions in the past such as selling off public water to the 

Niagra Bottling company in Bloomfield. It is critical that public resources, particularly resources as 

significant as water, remains in the hands of the public and stays there.  

 

Thank you, 

 

 

Jordan A. Orpaz  

 

--  

 

Accounting & IT Degree '13 

Isenberg School of Management 

University of Massachusetts Amherst 

jordan.orpaz@gmail.com <mailto:jordan.orpaz@gmail.com>   

(860) 992-3631 

From: Viereck, Bettina <viereck@hartford.edu> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 8:42 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Opposition to removing water as public ownership form the CT state law GS Section 22a-15. 

 

Importance: High 

 

Dear Commissioner of the Department of Public Health, 

 

Dear Water Planning Council, 

 

  

 

I just learned that a last-minute battle has begun to remove all mention of water as a "public trust 

resource" from the plan before it goes to the General Assembly next week. This principle, that water is 

owned by the public, held in trust for future generations, and to be sustainably managed for the benefit 

of all, was the most frequently mentioned public comment given to the Water Planning Council (WPC). It 

already exists in state law as GS Section 22a-15. Now members of the Water Planning Council are 

pressured to remove the language. I AM FIRMLY OPPOSED TO REMOVING WATER AS PUBLIC 

OWNERSHIP LANGUAGE FROM GS Section 22a-15. 

 

  

 



If the public doesn't own the water, just who does? And who will get to decide when crucial issues of 

water availability or water quality arise? Corporations and water industries seeking profit? Regulatory 

agencies hoping to maintain control? Or we, the citizens of CT? 

 

  

 

  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bettina Viereck 

 

  

 

________________________________ 

 

Bettina Viereck; ABD, Dipl-Psych, MS, MFA 

 

Program Specialist; Doctoral Program in Clinical Psychology & Part-time Faculty in Psychology 

 

University of Hartford 

 

Department of Psychology, East Hall, Office 117G 

 

200 Bloomfield Ave, West Hartford, CT 06117 

 

Email: viereck@hartford.edu <mailto:viereck@hartford.edu>  * Phone: 860.768.5323 * Fax: 

860.768.4814 

 

  

 

From: Sally Westcott <sallywestcott99@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 8:17 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

 

Good Morning. 

Please keep Ct's water as a public resource for all, not as a business commodity. As a Bloomfield citizen, 

I recently witnessed a huge corporation Niagra,  secretly tap into the MDC water, despite community 

protest. 

Water needs to stay public for everyone and for future generations. 

Thank you. 

 

Sally Westcott RN 



Bloomfield Ct 

 

Sent from my iPhoneFrom: Betsy Paterson <belden22@aol.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 8:13 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Connecticut State Water Plan 

 

Dear John W. Betkoski III, Chairman of the Water Planning Council: 

 

We encourage the development of a statewide water plan to support  

collective planning and water management for our state in order to  

maintain clean and abundant water supplies in Connecticut and keep our  

water in the public trust. It is our understanding that there is a  

current campaign influenced by the public water utilities and others  

including Senators Len Fasano and Kevin Witkos to remove from the final  

plan language state clearly that water is a public trust resource. We  

believe that if this language is removed, the water plan would not  

sufficiently protect public water and the environment. Please retain  

language in the State Water Plan stating that water is a public trust  

resource. 

 

Thank you, 

Elizabeth Patterson 

From: Mary Keane <keanemary6@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 7:53 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

please emphasize that fact! MK 

  

  

 

 <http://www.avg.com/email-signature?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-

email&utm_content=webmail>   Virus-free. www.avg.com <http://www.avg.com/email-

signature?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=webmail>    

 

From: Maryfay61@aol.com 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 7:32 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Cc: Derek.Slap@cga.ct.gov; Beth@bethkerrigan.com; patricia.oconnor2008@gmail.com; 

DHall@WebsterBank.com; chrisbarnestowncouncil@gmail.com; chriswilliamsforwhtc@gmail.com; 

benwenograd@gmail.com; cantorshari@gmail.com; ddwhcouncil@gmail.com; lsweene@gmail.com 

Subject:Water as a Public Trust Issue 

 



 

>  

> To DPH et. al, 

>  

> My name is Mary Fay and I am a West Hartford town councilor.  I am deeply concerned about what 

has been happening to our public water supply in Connecticut, particularly by the MDC, of which West 

Hartford is a member town.  I am a member of “Save Our Water” and strongly believe Water is the most 

important public resource/asset. As such, the people “own” this life source asset, and this language of 

water being a public trust resource must be inserted into the water planning report and all other 

materials referring to water in Connecticut.   

>  

> I have attended many MDC meetings and others, speaking out against MDC practices:  lack of 

transparency, ignoring citizens rights, overstepping authority, the Niagara bottling deal, and lack of 

stewardship of a public resource.  The language of water as a public trust resource must, and always, be 

used.   More importantly, our water must be held and safeguarded as such.   

>  

> Please feel free to contact me. 

>  

>  

> Sincerely,  

>  

>  

>  

> Mary M. Fay 

 

 

From: Kevin Case <kevinmcase@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 7:07 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:CT State Water Plan - Water is a Public Trust Resource 

 

The Honorable Jack Betkoski, Chair 

Water Planning Council  

10 Franklin Square  

New Britain, CT 06051  

 

 

Dear Mr. Betkoski, 

 

Living in Connecticut for my entire life, and devoting the 20 years of my professional career to water and 

land protection in the state and across the Northeast, I have a deep appreciation for what healthy rivers 

mean to healthy thriving communities.   

 



A number of those years were spent working diligently on issues surrounding the balance of water 

supply needs with instream flow needs in the state.  Throughout that time water as a public trust 

resource was always a vital component and the foundation from where strategies and solutions were 

developed to ensure people had needed drinking water and rivers had the flows they needed to sustain 

other critical functions important for community well-being and the health of the river system.   

 

There are countless polls from across the country showing how important clean water and healthy rivers 

are to Americans (e.g. http://waterpolls.org/chapman-fears-survey-2017).  In addition to the critical role 

of clean drinking water, healthy water resources are known as critical for making livable communities, 

attracting people that want to live and stay in the state.      

 

Connecticut has the opportunity to continue to show foresight and leadership with the development of 

the state water plan.  Being a lifelong resident I appreciate Connecticut's need for a strong business 

environment that benefits our economy.  I also believe that it can be done while balancing protection of 

our most important natural resources.  Acknowledging and affirming water in Connecticut as a public 

trust resource in the state water plan shouldn't be controversial or challenging.  This is consistent with 

decades of water resource management in the state and it's an essential part of how Connecticut will 

continue to manage its water resources in a balanced and fair way going forward. 

 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Case 

160 Lead Mine Brook Road 

Harwinton, CT 06791   

From: Su Connor <susanzconnor@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 6:50 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT state water plan 

 

As a resident of Connecticut, I am deeply concerned that our water resources be protected for the 

benefit of all people in the state. As you write the wording of the State’s Water Plan, I urge you to 

include the protective phrase “water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations.” 

My husband and I have raised our children here in our home state of Connecticut, and hope that they 

settle here after college. Knowing that we live in a state that values and protects our water resources for 

generations to come makes Connecticut a place we would want to stay and watch our grandchildren 

grow up. 

Please protect our water resources for citizens, not for profit! 

Thank you, 

Su Connor 

252 Route 198 

Woodstock Valley, CTFrom: Tom Nicotera <tomdnicotera@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 12:55 AM 



To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:water is a public resource 

 

Please do not allow the statement that Connecticut’s water is a public trust resource to be excluded 

from the Water Planning Council's state water plan. Connecticut's water supply needs to remain a public 

trust resource.  

 

   Thank you - Tom Nicotera 

From: Berning Green <berninggreen@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 12:42 AM 

To: Pino, Raul; CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:URGENT! 

 

TWIMC- 

 

 

Please protect Connecticut’s water! 

 

Water is the basis for all life and must be regarded as a public trust resource. State law (GS Section 22a-

15) already recognizes that Connecticut’s water is owned by the public, held in trust for future 

generations, and to be sustainably managed for the benefit of all. 

 

Remember that you are public servants – stewards of the public’s trust and resources – and are charged 

with making ethical decisions in the best interest of the citizens of Connecticut. 

 

Please do what is right and affirm that water is a public trust resource. If you don’t protect our water for 

generations to come, who will? 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Michael Ahimsa 

West Hartford, CT  

BerningGreen@gmail.com <mailto:BerningGreen@gmail.com>   

320.420.4616  

From: Margo Hennebach <mlhsongs@comcast.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 11:53 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Are you kidding me?   

 

Dear Water Planning Council, 

 

I am disturbed that you’re giving any consideration to water utility lobbyists, corporate business 

interests and the DPH to exclude a statement that CT's water is a public trust resource. 

 



Is everything for sale now?  How much would I have to give you in order for you NOT to sell our water to 

the highest bidder?  Really.  I want to know.  I want to know the price you’re willing sell your water, your 

childrens' water and your grandchildrens’ childrens’ water so that it’s no longer protected.     

 

How will you explain this decision to them?  How will they explain it to their children?   

 

Shame on you and shame on Senators Fasano and Witkos.   

 

Sincerely,  

Margo Hennebach 

Bloomfield, CT resident for 20 years. 

 

 

 

 

From: Ivan Backer <ivanbacker29@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 9:28 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

 

 Water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future generations, and to be sustainably 

managed for the benefit of all. Let's keep it that way in Connecticut.  Thank you.  Ivan Backer 

 

From: beth conrad <bethconrad1@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 9:27 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Keep water as public trust 

 

 

Do not language out that describes water as a public resource  

 

Elizabeth P. Conrad 

Sent from my iPhone 

From: Catherine Girard <cagirard@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 9:08 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Affirm that water is a public trust resource 

 

If the public doesn't own the water, just who does? And who will get to decide when crucial issues of 

water availability or water quality arise? Corporations and water industries seeking profit? Regulatory 

agencies hoping to maintain control? Or we, the citizens of CT? I demand that our state water plan 

affirm that water is a public trust resource. If we don't protect our water for generations to come, who 

will? 

 



Thank you! 

Catherine Girard 

186 New State Road  

Manchester, CT 06042 

From: Martin Mador <mmadorm@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 8:35 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: rivers@riversalliance.org 

Subject:Water as a Public Trust 

 

It is critically important to management of our public natural resources  

that we recognize that the state holds them as a public trust. 

This is especially important as we now consider water management policies. 

We must recognize that our water is a public, not a private asset. The  

state of Connecticut must recognize it as a public trust. 

 

Martin Mador 

130 Highland Ave. 

Hamden, CT 06518 

From: Constance Clifford <rebroker38@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 8:34 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:WATER IS A PUBLIC TRUST RESOURCE 

 

Water is a Public trust resource.!  Always has been - ALWAYS MUST BE! The people have spoken. 

 

 

 

 

 

Connie Clifford, GRI 

Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage 

Suffield CT 06078 

860 830 0189  

 

 

 

 

 

From: cmacpr@aol.com 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 8:30 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:State Water Plan 



 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

Our state water plan should affirm that "water is a public trust resource to be protected for future 

generations." 

 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

~Carol Macdonald 

PO Box 512 

Chester, CT  06412 

From: Liz Keenan <bkeen11@aol.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 8:28 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water as a public trust 

 

West Hartford and surrounding towns have benefited from our public water system for many years.  We 

have the finest quality water and are very fortunate to benefit from that.  I believe that water is a public 

trust resource and should be protected for future generations as it was protected for us.  Please do not 

make public waters a commodity to be treated by corporations and bureaucrats as a for profit utility.  

 

 

Respectfully yours, 

Liz Keenan 

26 Pheasant Hill Dr 

WH, CT 

From: pgkdutch <pgkdutch@comcast.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 8:21 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Fwd: Water 

 

 

 

 

 

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone 

 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: pgkdutch <pgkdutch@comcast.net>  

Date: 1/21/18 7:01 PM (GMT-05:00)  

To: wpa@ct.gov  

Subject: Water  

 



I have just learned that there is a plan to remove language from our state water plan 

 It is imperative that our state water plan affirm that "water is a public trust resource". 

 

 

Pamela Kelley 

SIMSBURUY, CT 

 

 

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone 

From: Sheryll Bedingfield <sb46@comcast.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 7:58 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul; Tom Nicot Home 

Subject:Do not take away the people’s water!! 

 

Please do not allow the statement  that Connecticut’s water is a public resource to be taken away by 

MDC or anyone or any other entity. 

 

Thank you for protecting the people’s water.  

 

Sheryll Bedingfield  

sb46@comcast.net 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

From: Pat <patriciaauber@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 7:57 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:State water plan 

 

Good Morning 

I am writing out of concern about the wording in the new state water plan.   

Our CT state water plan must maintain the wording that "water is a public trust resource" 

I believe strongly that WATER is a public resource and must remain as such! 

 

Regards 

Patricia Auber 

West Hartford  

 

 

 

Patricia Auber 

 

Sent from my iPad 

From: tmags <mags1917@sbcglobal.net> 



Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 7:45 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:State Water Plan 

 

Our State Water Plan must ensure that water remains a public trust resource.  

Please maintain this important statement!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

From: Diane Smith <ds4animals@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 7:37 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:State Water plan 

 

I am writing to urge you to stipulate that our state water plan affirms that "water is a public trust 

resource to be protected for future generations". 

 

Thank you 

 

Diane Smith 

New Britain, CT 06053 

 

 

. 

 

o  

 

From: Sherry Jagerson <sjagerson@mac.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 7:31 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Connecticut State Water Plan 

 

Dear John W. Betkoski III, Chairman of the Water Planning Council: 

 

We encourage the development of a statewide water plan to support collective planning and water 

management for our state in order to maintain clean and abundant water supplies in Connecticut and 

keep our water in the public trust. It is our understanding that there is a current campaign influenced by 

the public water utilities and others including Senators Len Fasano and Kevin Witkos to remove from the 

final plan language state clearly that water is a public trust resource. We believe that if this language is 

removed, the water plan would not sufficiently protect public water and the environment. Please retain 

language in the State Water Plan stating that water is a public trust resource. 

 

Thank you, 

 



 

Sent from my iPhoneFrom: yogaslt@aol.com 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 7:25 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:State Water Plan 

 

Dear Water Planning Council Members, 

 

 

I understand that tomorrow there will be a meeting regarding our state water plan.  It is imperative that 

our water supply be recognized as a public trust resource, rather than continuing to be susceptible to 

the unscrupulous whimsy of water companies, corporations, and regulatory bureaucrats.  I, as a citizen 

of Connecticut,  demand that our state water plan affirms that  "water is a public trust resource to be 

protected for future generations". 

 

 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

 

 

Best, 

 

 

Sharon Thomason 

77 Montclair Drive 

West Hartford, CT 06107 

From: John Harmon <harmonjiii@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 7:18 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water as a Public Trust Resource 

 

Council... 

 

I understand there is an attempt to remove all mentions of water as  

a public trust resource from the draft statewide water plan that will be voted 

on by the Water Planning Council. Jan 23rd. 

 

If water is not a public trust resource then what is? The idea that water 

could be considered as a private resource of the person who "own" it is 

completely contradictory to my understanding of how our government should 

treat water. 

 

I strongly urge the council to affirm that water in Connecticut is a public 

trust resource.  I want my children and grandchildren, who live in the state, 



to have a secure and high quality supply of water. 

 

Thank you 

 

John Harmon 

16 White Ave 

West Hartfor CT 06119 

 

From: Nancy Dornenburg <dorns1@comcast.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 7:15 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:We are watching you 

 

As a concerned citizen and Connecticut taxpayer, I demand that our state water plan affirms that  water 

is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations. 

 

We must prioritize and value our water resources enough to sustainably manage them for the benefit of 

all. 

 

  

 

Your choices, in the coming days, will shape Connecticut’s water policy for decades to come. Water 

belongs to everyone and it is incumbent upon you to protect, conserve, and defend this resource from 

those who would compromise this or use (or abuse) it to their own ends. 

 

  

 

As Lin-Manuel Miranda so powerfully sang in Hamilton, “History has its eyes on you” . 

 

  

 

Respectfully, 

 

Nancy Dornenburg 

 

Simsbury, CT 

 

  

 

From: Barrie Robbins-Pianka <barrettrp@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 7:07 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Margaret Miner - RAC 



Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

Attachments: 020.JPG 

 

To whom it may concern: 

 

 

I believe that water, essential to life, is a public trust resource. It should be managed and held in trust by 

the state to the benefit of the public. To do otherwise would be irresponsible, greedy and short sighted.  

 

 

This is an issue of importance to me.  

 

 

Thank you. 

 

Barrett S. Robbins-Pianka 

Middletown, CT 

 

From: Valerie Vandermeer <valvandermeer@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 7:00 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water is a public trust resource 

 

Water is a public trust resource. Protect our water now and for generations to come.  

 

 

--  

 

Valerie Vandermeer   

Harwinton CT  

(978) 743-9825 

From: Dawn Henry <dawn@henrystrategy.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 6:59 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Connecticut State Water Plan 

 

Dear John W. Betkoski III, Chairman of the Water Planning Council: 

 

  

 

We encourage the development of a statewide water plan to support collective planning and water 

management for our state in order to maintain clean and abundant water supplies in Connecticut and 

keep our water in the public trust. It is our understanding that there is a current campaign influenced by 

the public water utilities and others including Senators Len Fasano and Kevin Witkos to remove from the 



final plan language state clearly that water is a public trust resource. We believe that if this language is 

removed, the water plan would not sufficiently protect public water and the environment. Please retain 

language in the State Water Plan stating that water is a public trust resource. 

 

  

 

Thank you, 

 

  

 

-Dawn 

 

  

 

  

 

Dawn Henry, Principal 

 

HENRY STRATEGY PARTNERS, LLC 

 

205 Bayberry Lane - Westport, CT 06880 

 

Office (203) 349-2642 - Cell (203) 293-5753 

 

dawn@henrystrategy.com <mailto:dawn@henrystrategy.com>  

 

  

 

  

 

From: Nancy Audette <naudettersm@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 6:58 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Fwd: CT Water Plan wording 

 

 

 

Sent from my iPad 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

 

 

 

 From: Nancy Audette <naudettersm@gmail.com <mailto:naudettersm@gmail.com> > 



 Date: January 21, 2018 at 5:42:56 PM EST 

 To: wpc.@ct.gov <http://ct.gov> , raul.pino@ct.gov <mailto:raul.pino@ct.gov>  

 Subject: CT Water Plan wording 

  

  

 

 Dear members of the Water Planning Council, 

 I write to inform you that I feel vert strongly about affirming the wording in the CT Water Plan 

that "water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations." 

  

 It is important to include this statement for the good of present and future generations and to 

protect our water from use of for-profit hungry corporations. 

  

 Thank you.   Sister Nancy Audette 

  

 

From: Rep. Slap, Derek <Derek.Slap@cga.ct.gov> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 6:53 PM 

To: William O'Connor 

Cc: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Re: Water in the Public Trust 

 

Thanks ! Your awesome wife also reached out. 

 

We  will do our best - as always appreciate your engagement  

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

On Jan 21, 2018, at 6:42 PM, William O'Connor <wfocpcu@gmail.com <mailto:wfocpcu@gmail.com> > 

wrote: 

 

 

 

 I want to add my voice in support of keeping "water as a public trust resource" in the Water 

Planning Commission Plan. If the past 2 years have taught us anything we learned that there is an 

assault on our water and water resources.  We need to strengthen the message to the Legislature and 

citizens that Connecticut water is a public trust.  

 

 

 Sincerely, 

 

 

 William OConnor 

 14 Trotwood Drive  



 West Hartford Ct 06117 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Kathy Repole <repland@optonline.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 6:49 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Connecticut State Water Plan 

 

Dear John W. Betkoski III, Chairman of the Water Planning Council: 

 

  

 

We encourage the development of a statewide water plan to support collective planning and water 

management for our state in order to maintain clean and abundant water supplies in Connecticut and 

keep our water in the public trust. It is our understanding that there is a current campaign influenced by 

the public water utilities and others including Senators Len Fasano and Kevin Witkos to remove from the 

final plan language which states clearly that water is a public trust resource. We believe that if this 

language is removed, the water plan would not sufficiently protect public water and the environment. 

Please retain language in the State Water Plan stating that water is a public trust resource and must be 

managed sustainably. Thank you, Kathleen Repole, Redding resident 

 

Sent from Mail <https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986>  for Windows 10 

 

  

 

From: J Flaum <jsf.ict4@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 6:47 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Connecticut State Water Plan 

 

Dear John W. Betkoski III, Chairman of the Water Planning Council: 

 

We encourage the development of a statewide water plan to support collective planning and water 

management for our state in order to maintain clean and abundant water supplies in Connecticut and 

keep our water in the public trust. It is our understanding that there is a current campaign influenced by 

the public water utilities and others including Senators Len Fasano and Kevin Witkos to remove from the 

final plan language state clearly that water is a public trust resource. We believe that if this language is 



removed, the water plan would not sufficiently protect public water and the environment. Please retain 

language in the State Water Plan stating that water is a public trust resource. 

 

Thank you, 

 

?Jo Ann Flaum 

Westport? 

 

From: Patricia O'Connor <patricia.oconnor2008@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 6:34 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water Held in the Public Domain 

 

Letter To:  DPH and WPC  

 

Feedback I have received from the last WPC meeting concerns me greatly on several levels.   

 

 

My understanding is that members of various water oversight groups, as well as private citizens wrote 

to the WPC and other agencies to comment on the need for the WPC report to include and be clear that 

water is a public trust resource.  Apparently, the DPH vehemently refused  the inclusion of water as a 

public trust resource into the report.  The reasoning given was that it had not been discussed related to 

the report.  

 

 

And I ask:  why not?  Committees and representatives of public entities request comments from the 

public to ensure that the public perspective be included and that important ideas and suggestions not 

be purposely or inadvertently missed. 

 

 

Public comments cannot be down-graded or considered of lesser value because similar words or phrases 

are repeated by individuals.  “Public trust resource” is not just a phrase.  It is a well known and 

important concept in our democracy.  It is a phrase used to articulate the importance of protecting 

certain resources for the present and future public. 

 

 

In the case of water, the Department of Health is charged with representing the interests of the public 

health first.  This cannot be done unless water is held in the public domain.  The public cannot be forced 

to vie for rights to its water resources with private companies with armies of legal representation. The 

public must hold its control and oversight of a life resource to prevent loss of control to private, 

corporate and political interests. 

 

 



 DPH is not an arm of the MDC, is not charged with economic development, and it is not charged with 

evaluating public groups that happen to use “similar phrases” in illustrating concepts.   

 

 

Equally important, comments should be carefully collated to be sent to appropriate agencies and in the 

case of overlap a procedure should be adopted by the incoming agency to make sure that all 

appropriate and related entities get copies. 

  

 

 

 

 

Patricia OConnor 

West Hartford, CT 

Resident 

 

 

Sent from my iPad 

From: Marilyn Walsh <mwalsh79@comcast.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 6:13 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations 

 

You have been entrusted with the exceedingly important responsibility of creating Connecticut’s first 

water plan.   

 

Please do not allow the voices of self-serving lobbyists, business interests, and politicians to cause you to 

forget whom you have promised to serve:  the citizens of this state.   

 

I respectfully ask that you publicly affirm the very reasonable position that water is a resource owned by 

the public, held in trust for future generations, to be sustainably managed for the benefit of all. 

 

Thank you, 

Marilyn Walsh 

West Hartford 

From: Carol Duffy <CDuffy@mercyne.org> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 5:43 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Connecticut's water 

 

Dear Members of the Water Planning Council: 

 

 



 

 

I believe strongly that water is a natural resource that belongs to all the citizens of our country and our 

globe.  No individual or group of powerful individuals can be allowed to act as if they own it. 

 

 

 

 

Please protect this powerful resource for future generations by careful wording in your document. 

 

 

 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

 

 

Carol Duffy 

 

54 Boulanger Avenue #1 

 

West Hartford, CT 

 

 

From: Lisa Coleman <lmcoleman@live.co.uk> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 5:42 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

As a CT homeowner, I was alarmed to learn that reference to the concept of water as a public trust 

resource may not be a part of the state Water Plan.  Water in CT should be managed for the benefit of 

all. Please include this language in the final document.   

 

Lisa Coleman 

Washington CT 

From: Deb Percival <dpercival@comcast.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 5:31 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water is a PUBLIC TRUST 

 

Why on earth would we sell our most vital natural resource.  

 

  



 

Deborah Percival 

 

860-677-5076 (o) 

 

860-948-0848 (c) 

 

  

 

From: Katherine DeSousa <katherine@kdesousadesign.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 5:15 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Connecticut State Water Plan 

 

Dear John W. Betkoski III, Chairman of the Water Planning Council: 

 

We encourage the development of a statewide water plan to support collective planning and water 

management for our state in order to maintain clean and abundant water supplies in Connecticut and 

keep our water in the public trust. It is our understanding that there is a current campaign influenced by 

the public water utilities and others including Senators Len Fasano and Kevin Witkos to remove from the 

final plan language state clearly that water is a public trust resource. We believe that if this language is 

removed, the water plan would not sufficiently protect public water and the environment. Please retain 

language in the State Water Plan stating that water is a public trust resource. 

 

Thank you,  

 

 

Katherine De Sousa 

101 Peaceable Street 

Redding, CT 06896 

 

 

p  203 222 8815 

katherine@kdesousadesign.com <mailto:katherine@kdesousadesign.com>  

 

From: Diana Lafer <djlafer@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 5:15 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water Is a Public Resource 

 

I am writing to state strongly that water is a public resource- is owned by the public and must be 

protected for future generations. We must manage it sustainably and it should be the public's resource 

to manage protect and use. 

 



Thank you 

 

 

--  

 

Diana J Lafer 

djlafer@gmail.com <mailto:djlafer@gmail.com>  

West Hartford, CT 

From: Dennis Gallant <dennisgallant@comcast.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 4:54 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Who owns Connecticut water? 

 

Dear Sir,  

I am writing to express my strongly held conviction that water is a resource owned by the public, held in 

trust for future generations, and to be sustainably managed for the benefit of all.  It is essential that this 

language be included in the state wide water management policy. It is important that this valuable 

resource not be controlled by a privileged few. 

Thank you, 

Dennis Gallant 

 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

From: dfrandssr@aol.com 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 4:54 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Inclusion of 22a-15 

Attachments: TothWwaterPlanning Council1.20.18.docx 

 

Please find attached my request to the Water Planning Council to include references to State Statute 

22a-15 in the State Water Plan.  

 

Thanks you, 

 

Sally Rieger 

From: Michele Vannelli <mimicape@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 4:51 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water Plan Language 

 

To:  WPC Members                                                                                    cc:  Raul Pino 

 

  



 

After reading the January 18, 2018 letter to The Honorable Jack Betkoski Chair, Water Planning Council 

Public Utilities Regulatory Authority signed by Atty. Eric Brown of the CBIA and others, I am writing to 

ask that our water plan affirms that “water is a public trust resource to be protected for future 

generations”. 

 

 

 

 

The fact that there is so much pressure by lobbyist, politicians  and others with corporate business 

interest who want to see this phrase excluded from the water plan should be sending up red-flags for 

those in charge of protecting this valuable resource.  I find it interesting the draft revision for exclusion 

of the above phrase was done after the deadline; perhaps, the hope was no one would notice? This is 

far to important to pass unnoticed. 

 

 

 

 

CT is in a death spiral economically and the buzzards are circling to pick our bones.  Let’s not let them 

drink our water too.  If CT’s water is not a public trust resource than whom exactly will it belong to in the 

future if this verbiage is excluded? 

 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michele Vannelli 

 

1152 Poquonock Ave. 

 

Windsor, CT 06095 

 

  

 

From: Carmela Garofalo <carmelagarofalo26@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 4:39 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water Plan 

 

Dear members of the Water Planning Council, 

I write to inform you that I feel strongly about affirming in the CT Water Plan that "water is a public trust 

resource to be protected for future generations." 



 

It is important to include this statement for the good of present and future generations and to protect 

our water from use of for-profit hungry corporations. 

 

Thank you. 

Carmela Garofalo 

10 Westbrook Rd. 

Bloomfield, CTFrom: Susan Hope <susanhope51@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 4:13 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Protect our water! 

 

 

 

I am deeply concerned about our water, now and for the future generations.  Water is life sustaining 

and should not be an owned and misused commodity.  I want you to represent the true interests of our 

state residents.  

 

 

Water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations.  

 

 

Do the right thing! 

 

 

Susan Hope, 

West Hartford 

From: Susan Hope <susanhope51@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 4:06 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: raul.pino@ct.gob 

Subject:protect our water! 

 

I am deeply concerned about our water, now and for the future generations.  Water is life sustaining 

and should not be an owned and misused commodity.  I want you to represent the true interests of our 

state residents.  

 

 

Water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations.  

 

 

Do the right thing! 

 



 

Susan Hope, 

West Hartford 

From: JENNIFER GLICK <jenniferglick@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 3:12 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:PROPOSED STATE WATER PLAN 

 

The purpose of this email is to stress how important that the proposed state water plan affirm that 

water is a public trust resource.  It's incomprehensible to me to think that existing language to that 

effect would be removed from state statute.   

 

Water must continue to be owned by the public and held in trust for future generations and sustainably 

managed for all. 

 

A no brainer! 

 

Jennifer Glic 

 

 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad <https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS>  

 

From: Diana <dianawatters28@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 2:54 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:State's First Water Plan 

 

Hi, 

 

I am a resident of Bloomfield, a member municipality town which MDC provides water to.  I was strongly 

opposed to Niagara Bottling company, a for profit company,  and the backdoor negotiations between 

MDC, Niagara and the Town of Bloomfield. 

 

Water is our most precious resource, a resource that is owned by the public, held in trust for future 

generations and sustainably managed for the benefit of all.  To consider, exclude or state in 

Connecticut's first water plan anything other than this truth is unconscionable. 

 

Shame on Senators Fasano and Witkos and the Department of Public Health. 

 

Sincerely, 

Diana Watters 

Bloomfield, Ct 

 



    From: Peggy <pleisure@cox.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 1:18 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water is a Public Trust Resource 

 

As you know, water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future generations, and to be 

sustainably managed for the benefit of all.  It is not owned by corporate interests, the water companies, 

or regulatory bureaucrats. 

  

I support the principal that water is a public trust resource, which is to be used by people, agriculture 

and industry.  But it must be sustainably managed for the benefit of ALL. 

  

Thank you, 

Peggy McGrath 

From: Alison <alison.a@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 12:48 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT State Water Plan 

 

Dear Members, 

It has been brought to my attention, a plan to exclude a statement, "CT's water is a public trust 

resource", from the CT State Water Plan.  

The basic principle that "water is a resource owned by the public and held in trust for future generations 

managed for the benefit of all", is the protective foundation of our water system and has been since its 

very beginnings. Those who built this resource for future generations fought to preserve this principle. 

Despite DPH stand, and that of Senators Fasano and Wilkos AND lobbyists pressuring our state 

government, the great citizens of the State of Ct know our history and the history of this resource, well. 

Any attempt to remove, alter or lessen the language that states foundational principles of public 

ownership and trust in relation to our public water resource will be met with firm resistance and a tide 

of overwhelming backlash that will be lasting for all involved. 

Sincerely, 

Ms Alison Quinion 

West Hartford, CT 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

From: Alicia Healey <aliciahealey10@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 12:40 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT state water plan 

 

The CT state water plan needs to say that the water is a public trust resource.  



From: LYNN GOLDFARB <amanda-love-goldfarb@comcast.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 11:50 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water is a public trust resource! 

 

Dear Water Planning Council and DPH Commissioner: 

 

 

 

 

Our state water plan must affirm that "water is a public trust resource to be protected for future 

generations". 

 

 

 

 

 

Please do NOT give in to lobbyists and other special interest groups, especially for-profit entities that do 

not have the best interests of CT residents at heart. 

 

 

 

 

The principle that water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future generations, and to 

be sustainably managed for the benefit of all must be upheld by those who have sworn to protect CT 

residents and their health and well-being. 

 

 

 

 

I and my family are counting on you, as our representatives, to ensure that the specific language "water 

is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations" will be included in CT's State Water 

Plan.  This single sentence will affect the future of water policy in CT for generations to come. 

 

 

 

 

Thanks for your consideration. 

 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 



 

Lynn M. Goldfarb 

 

West Hartford, CT 06117 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Judith Green <judith@netmarkassociates.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 11:10 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT public water supply 

 

To whom it may concern: 

 

A serious new threat to public control of our state water has emerged days before the CT state water 

plan is due to be completed. The Water Planning Council (WPC), the group creating the state's first 

water plan, is being pressured by water utility lobbyists, corporate business interests, State Senators 

Fasano and Witkos, and most disturbingly, the Department of Public Health (DPH) to exclude a 

statement that CT's water is a public trust resource. 

 

Water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations, as a tax payer I insist that our 

water supply continue to be owned by the people of CT, not corporations. 

 

  

 

Thank you, 

 

  

 

Judith Green 

 

Revenue Development Coach 

 

NetMark Associates 

 

860.810.5735 

 

judith@netmarkassociates.com 

 

www.netmarkassociates.com 



 

https://www.facebook.com/NetMark-Associates-104084232991990/ 

<https://www.facebook.com/NetMark-Associates-104084232991990/>  

 

  

 

Generating real impact for nonprofits 

 

  

 

  

 

From: Katherine Wilson <klauderwilson@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 11:02 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water as Public Resource 

 

Connecticut’s water supply is a public resource owned by the public, held in trust for future generations, 

and should be sustainably managed for the benefit of all. Please do not fail to include a provision to this 

effect in the plan you present to the legislature. 

 

 

Thank you for your work of behalf of all the people of our state, present and future. 

 

 

Katherine Wilson 

West Hartford 

 

Sent from my iPad 

 

From: Michelle Winkler <michelle@winklernews.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 10:45 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water Planning Council meeting 

 

I am writing to express the importance of the State water plan including the language that "water is a 

public trust resource to be protected for future generations."  I'm very saddened to hear that some of 

our CT State Senators (including my own) and the Department of Public Health are trying to exclude 

such a statement.  Water is a precious resource that should not be sold to the highest bidder. 

 

Thank you for taking the time to hear my view. 

 



Michelle Winkler 

Canton, CT 

From: MOON RIVER COLMAN <wandacolman@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 10:12 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:comment on Fasano/Witkos letter re:  CT State Water Plan  

 

I am writing to support the request made by Len Fasino and Kevin Witkos and the CWWA, that the 

principle that water is a public trust resource be deleted from the State Water Plan.  This important 

principle deserves further discussion during future revisions and updates of the plan.  The people of CT 

need The State Water Plan as soon as possible. I feel that the addition of the public trust principle at the 

last minute could jeopardize the acceptance of this plan.  Take it out for now and keep this a bi-partisan 

achievement for all the people. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Wanda Colman 

 

14 Main St. Ext. 

 

Tariffville, CT 06081 

 

860-214-0100 

 

From: A W <aaronweston57@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 9:48 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Peoples water 

 

 "water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations". Keep ot this way, have we not 

seen enough corporate influence send us in the wrong direction globally, all politics are local, protect 

the peoples water supply  

 

From: Denise Weeks <Denise@Weeks1.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 9:48 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water is a public owned resource 

 

I am writing as a CT resident to say  - Water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future 

generations, and should be sustainably managed for the benefit of all, not the profit of a few.  The 

state’s water plan must clearly state this and include a statement that Connecticut’s water is a public 

trust resource.   

 

  



 

  

 

Denise Weeks 

 

334 Hollister Way West 

 

Glastonbury, CT 06033 

 

  

 

"Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly. I can never be what I ought to be until you are what 

you ought to be. This is the interrelated structure of reality." - Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 

  

 

From: Kelly Caruso <kacaruso@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 9:12 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:WATER IS A PUBLIC RESOURCE! 

 

To whom it may concern: 

Water, the most life giving and precious resource, is a public resource!!  It should never be controlled 

privately, by profit only driven business.  How frightening to think, in the future that you would be at the 

mercy of private interest to decide your family’s fate, life or death because you cannot survive without 

clean water.   

Please, please protect Connecticut’s most valuable resource forever! 

Kelly A. Caruso 

 

Sent from my iPadFrom: Carol Gale <cagale001@icloud.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 8:16 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Save our water 

 

Dear WPC members, 

It is essential that you protect our water for generations to come and keep the safeguards in place in 

policy language that allows for such sustainable usage. Water, being the basis for life, cannot be left in 

the hands of people who are mostly concerned with profit margins. In an era of changing climate, water 

is a resource that needs careful attention paid on so many levels. 

 

Please keep policy language that protects water for our future and keeps this valuable resource in the 

public domain. 



 

Thank you.  

Carol A. Gale 

Hartford 

 

Sent from my iPadFrom: Tullio Ferri <taferri@optonline.net> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 7:45 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Public Water Supplies 

 

Dear Sirs, 

 

I demand that our water supply is not being touched, and left 

 

to the people. 

 

Tullio Ferri 

 

Reddding Ct. 

Sent from my iPad 

From: Michelle Rudy <mirwater@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 1:40 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT State Water Plan 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I am writing to say that I want to see the clause that water is publicly owned and a resource held in trust 

for future generations stay in the water plan. 

 

I believe that this is of the utmost importance and urgency. 

 

Please heed the public's wishes and needs. 

 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Rudy 

Bristol resident 

 

 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android <https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android>  

From: Amy Frey <amy.frey@icloud.com> 

Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2018 12:06 AM 

To: Pino, Raul; CT Water Planning Council 



Subject:Water is 

 

A precious resource we high we must protect. We are the trustees for future generations! 

Amy Frey 

West Hartford 

 

Sent from my iPhoneFrom: Harald Sandstrom <soc3w@comcast.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 10:26 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:The People's Voice 

 

Distinguished Members of the Water Planning Council: 

 

 

 

 

It is profoundly important that the key phrase water is a public trust resource to be protected for future 

generations be kept in the Council's plan. Do not allow corporations or others who are not just "plain" 

citizens of this great state to outmaneuver you to have it stricken. That water IS THE PUBLIC'S. Do not 

allow that principle to be corrupted, as it was in Bloomfield with the scandalous Niagara Bottling deal 

 

  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Harald M. Sandström, PhD 

 

126 Wintonbury Ave. 

 

Bloomfield, CT 06002 

 

From: GRETCHEN SANDSTROM <gsand02@comcast.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 10:16 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Listen to the people 

 

Dear Members of the Water Planning Council: 

 

 

 

 



Please listen to the people of the State of Connecticut who have raised their voices loudly and clearly to 

demand that the notion that water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations be 

central to planning the State's water policy. Do not disregard the people's voice. Do not eliminate that 

key phrase from your plan. 

 

 

 

 

Thank you, 

 

 

 

 

Gretchen Sandstrom 

 

126 Wintonlbury Ave. 

 

Bloomfield, CT 

 

From: Hannah <hannahla3@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 8:57 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:"water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations" 

 

To:  Member of the WPC and DPH Commissioner Raul Pino, 

 

From:  Anne Speiser, RN BSN, 92 Whispering Pines Rd, Avon, CT 06001 

 

Re:  Wording in the State of CT Water Plan 

 

I am writing to register that it is utterly of the greatest importance for our State and for all citizens and 

future generations, that our State Water Plan INCLUDES and AFFIRMS that WATER IS A PUBLIC TRUST 

RESOURCE TO BE PROTECTED NOW FOR THIS TIME AND FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS!! 

 

 

And that it is your responsibility as our representatives, to uphold and protect the public citizenry whom 

you represent and not to be persuaded by any outside corporate interests.  Water is a PUBLIC 

RESOURCE, NOT TO BE GIVEN OVER TO PRIVATE INTERESTS!!! 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Anne Speiser, RN BSN 

203-361-2085 



 

 

 

 

From: Jeanne Grandy <jeannegrandy2@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 8:41 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water Management Plan being drafted 

 

Dear Council Members, 

 

I feel very strongly that any plan you prepare in the final wording should include the words: 

“water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future generations, and to be  

sustainably managed for the benefit of all”! 

 

Do not be “bought” by those who lobby for the utilities, have business interests, or have political 

positions to display!  Water is a natural element no one can make at will and MUST be held 

uncontaminated for the health of the planet and its inhabitants.   

 

I am counting on ALL of you to do the right thing! 

 

Most sincerely, 

Jeanne Grandy 

West Hartford residentFrom: Y!Service <shaytravers@att.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 6:27 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: raulpino@ct.cov 

Subject:Our Water 

 

Our precious water is a Public Trust resource that must be protected now for our use and for future 

generations. 

Suzanne S.Travers 

6 Avondale Rd. 

West Hartford,Ct.06117 

From: Mary Perault <maryperault@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 6:17 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT state water plan 

 

  

 

Dear Sirs and/or Madams: 



 

I am a Wethersfield resident who feels strongly that “water is a public trust resource to be protected for 

future generations". Please keep this language in the ct state water plan. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Perault 

 

  

 

Sent from Mail <https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986>  for Windows 10 

 

  

 

From: M Finn-Scofield <finn20m@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 5:30 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Connecticut's Water 

 

To Whom it May Concern: 

 

I am contacting you regarding the Water Planning Council meeting on Tuesday. I strongly urge you to 

maintain Connecticut's water supply as a public trust resource. 

 

I have been a Connecticut resident my entire life, and most of those years were spent on a property with 

a well. I have been raised to consider fresh water a precious commodity, one that needs close 

monitoring. As a homeowner, I continue this vigilance carefully. This mindset should be even more 

important considering the state's supply, compared to my family's well. 

 

I understand there may be economic incentives to forego language to protect the resource as a public 

trust. However, the health, livelihood and quality of life of all of Connecticut's residents are far more 

valuable. Public officials should represent the best interests of the many. Nothing is more needed than 

clean water. Please, protect Connecticut's water for the residents. 

 

Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Melanie Finn-Scofield 

860.309.6895 

East Granby Homeowner 

From: D Fleischer <dfleischer8@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 5:23 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT State Government on Monday will finalize loss of our water rights as a public resource 

 



I hereby address the members of the Water Planning Council and the Commissioner of the Department 

of Public Health: 

 

 

 

I demand that our state water plan affirm that "water is a public trust resource". 

 

 

Regards, 

 

 

Donna Fleischer 

Bloomfield taxpayer 

 

 

From: Steve Kemper <stevekemper@comcast.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 5:07 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:language within the CT State Water Plan 

 

To the Water Planning Council: 

 

  

 

It has come to my attention that the WPC, under pressure from water utilities and other political 

interests, is considering deleting the clause that defines our water as a resource owned by and for the 

public. The principle is beyond obvious but must be enshrined in the new water plan so that parties with 

commercial and political interests are put on notice that our water is a public resource and a public trust 

first, not a commodity. Don’t let parties with vested commercial and political interests determine the 

language in a plan that will set water policy for decades to come. We are depending on you to protect 

the public good and our water.  

 

  

 

Regards, 

 

Steve Kemper 

 

50 Ridgebrook Dr. 

 

West Hartford  

 

860-561-1411 



 

From: Susanne Brown <sqbrown16@aol.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 4:43 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

 

Our state water plan "must" affirm that water is a public trust resource to be protected for future 

generations.   

 

 

Susanne Q. Brown 

West Hartford, Ct. 

From: Mary Fleischli <marefly@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 4:42 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT state water plan - please  

 

Hello, 

 

 

 

 

I urge you to include the following statement in the CT state water plan: 

 

 

 

 

"water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations" 

 

 

 

I strongly believe this to be true. It is important that any water plan clearly state the importance of 

sustainability for future generations. It is also very important that we acknowledge that water is a public 

resource. Water should not be treated as a commodity owned by corporations. Access to clean water 

should be a right of all citizens in CT, not something we should have to purchase from a corporation.  

 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Mary Fleischli 

resident of West Hartford, CT 



 

 

 

 

From: Linda Harrison <lindaharr@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 4:40 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water management 

 

It is hard to believe that after the uprising from the MDC selling off water to a bottling company that we 

are in the position of our water resource being given to power of corporations and water utilities whose 

best interest would not necessarily be in the public’s interest.  Water, the most essential element for 

existence needs to be highly protected as a public trust resource!  To consider any less would be a 

travesty.  We know there will be greater water shortages in the near future and demands as well as 

value of water will only increase.  With increase in demand comes greater potential of misuse and 

appropriation of resources with the public likely to loose out.  To leave who gets what water and at what 

price up to those whose main interest is attainment of wealth would be short sighted legislation.  Do the 

right thing!!!!!!!!!  Make sure any bills around water management be for the good of the public.......a 

public trust resource. 

Thank you, 

Linda Harrison, Bloomfield, CT 

 

Sent from my iPad 

From: Cecilia Calhoun <ccalhoun@cognatenutritionals.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 4:38 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water held in trust 

 

Stop from looking at our water as a revenue source!!! Le 

AB 

Sent from my iPhone 

From: Myles Connell <mjconnel1@live.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 4:37 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water Plan 

 

Dear Commissioners: 

 

 

 

 



The CT water plan must retain language to affirm that "water is a public trust to be protected for future 

generations".  

 

 

 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Myles Connell 

 

Bloomfield 

 

From: Mark Saunders <jmsguitar@comcast.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 4:12 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water is a public trust resource!! 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

It has come to my attention that there is a problem with the State's water plan wording which may not 

include, "water is a public trust resource.” Besides the air we breath, water is a basic human right and by 

all means should not continue to be privatized. This was the point of creating a statewide water plan to 

begin with.  I can't believe that a commission was created out of public concern, and that commission is 

now willing to exclude wording that would help protect our basic human rights, while giving 

corporations the green light to commoditize water. AGAIN, water, like air, is a basic human right. 

 

Please do your job and protect our water for public use for future generations by including accurate 

wording that describes water as a public trust resource. 

 

Sincerely, Mark Saunders, Bloomfield Connecticut 

 

From: Michael Collins <mfcollins@snet.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 4:01 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Rivers Alliance of Connecticut 

Subject:CT Water Plan 

 

To the State Water Planning Council,   

 

It is inconceivable to me that the waters of Connecticut are not a public trust resource. Wise planning 

and conservation of our waters is what will keep it available for our industry, health and recreation not 

only now but in the future. 

 



If disclosure and regulation are necessary, because of past and increasing use, so be it. 

 

I look forward to learning that "water is a public trust resource” is clearly stated in the Connecticut State 

Water Plan. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gail Collins 

Cheshire, CTFrom: Laurel Swan <flowerbird@comcast.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 3:55 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water IS a public trust! 

 

Do NOT remove the clause affirming that Connecticut’s water is a public trust, to be carefully managed 

and protected for future generations! I realize you are under great pressure from various special interest 

groups, but please: stand up and be counted as one who didn’t knuckle under! Future generations may 

well study what is happening now: be the champion who helped! 

Laurel Swan 

Bloomfield 

 

 

From: Gina Rivera <georginarivera123@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 3:15 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations 

 

 

 

??????God Bless ??????From: Christine Bongiorni <c.bongiorni@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 3:06 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:State Water Plan - Affirm water is a public trust 

 

 Dear Sirs: 

 

 

Water use and protection is not only a Connecticut issue but a global issue that becomes more critical 

over time. 

 

 

 



Our state water plan must affirm that "water is a public trust resource to be protected for future 

generations". 

 

 

This principle, that water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future generations, and to 

be sustainably managed for the benefit of all must be stated clearly in our water plan. 

 

 

 

Thank you for protecting our water now! 

 

 

Christine Bongiorni 

Bloomfield, CT 

 

 <https://www.avast.com/sig-email?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-

email&utm_content=webmail&utm_term=icon>   Virus-free. www.avast.com 

<https://www.avast.com/sig-email?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-

email&utm_content=webmail&utm_term=link>    

 

From: Joan McCormick <joanmccormick3@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 2:53 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:KEEP OUR WATER SAFE 

 

To whom it may concern: 

 

The Connecticut government has made MANY mistakes in its management over the past 50 

years…taking it from being one of the most respected, well run states in the country to the mess we are 

in now!! Our Water, however, managed to remain Great and with no political involvement remained a 

healthy resource for all our citizens. The past couple years politics have become involved and we now 

have a bottling plants whose right seem to supersede the publics!! Now you are attempting to take 

language out that protects our rights - again heading down a slippery path…. Whats next? We will send 

all our states water to some entity who has political connections to someone who will make money?? It 

is time to stop and take a step back to when you all used your common sense and brains rather that 

greed to run our state and its water ….. Keep the verbiage in:  water is a resource owned by the public, 

held in trust for future generations, and to be sustainably managed for the benefit of all… 

 

 

Joan McCormick 

joanmccormick3@gmail.com <mailto:joanmccormick3@gmail.com>  

860-985-7663 

 



 

 

 

From: Paul Truebig <truebigp@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 2:47 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Cc: Len.Fasano@cga.ct.gov 

Subject:CT Water Plan 

 

  

 

I’ve recently learned that the Water Planning Council has been the recipient of some political pressure 

to modify the language of the new Connecticut Water Plan to remove verbiage that would designate 

Connecticut’s water supply resources as a public trust resource. 

 

  

 

The timing of the intervention and the lack of transparency has a familiar ring to it.  It has the same 

devious quality that the MDC’s approval of the water rate discounts for Niagara’s bottling plant.  I’m 

disappointed that corporate business interests and legislative leaders would think that somehow people 

had lost interest after the last sting. 

 

  

 

Regardless.  CT's water IS a public trust resource.  That certainly is the way I feel and I believe public 

comments made on the water plan make plain that that is the position of the people of Connecticut.  

Please ensure that this language is retained in the state’s water plan. 

 

  

 

Thank you, 

 

Paul Truebig  

 

From: herrmann.peter.a@gmail.com on behalf of Peter Herrmann <PeterHerrmann@alum.rpi.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 2:38 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul; Senator Bye 

Subject:State's first water plan - Please: do not accede to pressure ... 

 

 ... from water utility lobbyists and corporate business interests,  to exclude a statement that CT's water 

is a public trust resource!   

 

 

 



Thank you, 

 

 

Peter Herrmann 

West Hartford 

From: Alison Zyla <barral11@att.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 2:19 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Protect CT water 

 

Dear Members of the Water Planning Council: 

 

Our state water plan must affirm that water is a public trust resource which requires protections for 

future generations. 

 

 

Thank you for your responsible consideration. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Alison Zyla 

From: guskeach@aol.com 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 2:19 PM 

To: Pino, Raul; CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:CT Water 

 

Dear Commissioner: 

 

Unlike other states, CT has the opportunity to declare water in the state as a public resource. As 

drinkable water becomes less plentiful, it us imperative that CT be proactive and protect this resource 

now fir all citizens. 

 

Please ensure your support by openly  supporting the group working in this project. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Gustave Keach-Longo 

 

 

 

From: Stephen Ohki <ohkis2016@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 2:12 PM 



To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT water 

 

To all in positions of responsibility: 

 

I firmly believe that water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations.  This has 

been true in the past and will become more true in the future as global warming makes drought more 

likely.  Any non public use of this precious resource must be extremely limited and proposals highly 

scrutinized by the public before put into action. 

 

Please act accordingly 

 

Thanks. 

 

Stephen Ohki 

16 Colonial Drive North 

Bloomfield, CT . 06002 

Cell:  860 614 4786 

From: Susan Kinsloe-Byers <pottingaround@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 2:09 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:raul.pino@ ct.gov 

 

To whom it may concern: When I see what's going on in Cape Town, it makes me crazy to think  there 

are people who believe water is an unlimited resource. Please make sure that our water plan affirms 

that our water is a trust resource to be protected for future generations. Water is a resource owned by 

the public, held in trust for future generations, and to be sustainably managed for the benefit of all. 

 

Sincerely, Susi Byers 

 

Susi Kinsloe-Byers 

35 Nedwied Rd. 

Tolland, CT 06084 

Potter/ Owner Sand Hill Pottery 

 

From: Karen Lovequist <karenlovequist@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 1:32 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Who Owns CT's Water? the PUBLIC! 

 

To the Water Planning Council and Raul Pino, the DPH Commissioner: 

 



Please make sure that our state water plan affirms that "water is a public trust resource to be protected 

for future generations". The Public is the owner of Connecticut water. 

 

Thank you, Karen Lovequist 

 

 

 

From: linea erickson <lineaerickson@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 1:02 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Please protect our Water 

 

Water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future generations, and to be sustainably 

managed for the benefit of all. 

 

The water on the earth was put here for the use of our people.  It was not meant to be a money maker 

for those who care not about people now and in the future.From: rick haeseler 

<rhinoric@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 1:02 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

I'm writing to voice my opinion that water is a public trust resource and that statement needs to be in 

the Water Plan. I understand the concerns that the concept may cause some challenges in dealing with 

specific situations, but it is a basic statutory fact. There are many areas of the Plan that will require 

discussions and regulations to implement but part of the basis for these future decisions is that water is 

a public trust resource. 

 

 

 

 

I urge the WPC to retain the references to water being a public trust resource. I also ask that there be a 

commitment and timetable by legislators and regulators to act on the recommendations in the Plan. 

 

 

 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

 

 

Eric Haeseler 

 



6 Oxford Dr 

 

Suffield, CT 06078 

 

 

From: Ethel Fried <eff109@ntplx.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 12:46 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul; Derek Slap; Beth.Bye@cga.ct.gov; icamdc17@gmail.com 

Subject:Our water is a public resource 

 

To: Members of the Water Planning Council: 

 

I was distressed to learn that you are being pressured by lobbyists for the water utility and corporate 

business interests, and even some sate senators, to remove the statement that our water is a public 

trust resource from the state water plan that is about to be completed and submitted to the State 

Legislature for approval. 

 

Yet, I understand that this principle — that our state’s water is a public resource — was the most 

frequently mentioned as important during the public input phase of this process.  It is highly important 

to me as well. 

 

I urge you to stand firm.  Please do not to turn your backs on the public and ignore their concerns and 

priorities on this critical issue. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Ethel Fried 

 

From: xiaomeiguihua@gmail.com on behalf of Carrie Sawtell <carriesawtell@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 12:43 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water is a public trust resource 

 

Dear esteemed WPC members, 

 

 

I am writing to ensure that the statement that "water is a public trust resource to be protected for 

future generations" is included in our state water plan. 

 

Water IS a public trust resource.  Without adequate management of our water supply, future 

generations will suffer.  We have already seen the devastating wildfires caused by the endless drought in 

California.   



 

We know what will happen if privately-owned companies are allowed to own public water supply - just 

look at the residents of Fiji who have lost access to clean, safe water, and often are rationed to 4 gallons 

per week per family - due to a private company owning their water supply.   

 

And we unfortunately have already sold off the water rights in Bloomfield to Niagara. 

 

Please keep this from happening elsewhere in our great state.  Please ensure a healthy future for 

Connecticut by keeping water rights in the public trust. 

 

Sincerely, 

Carrie Sawtell 

From: John Christie <j.christie@comcast.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 12:35 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water Resources 

 

To whom it concerns, 

I am writing to express my view that the Water resources are public resources and should be protected 

at all costs from political and corporate greed. I am concerned that our water will be sold for political 

interests as somewhat happened last year with the bottling company in Bloomfield.   I would urge those 

with influence to remember that the primary interest should be the people of these towns and not the 

corporations interested solely in profits. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John Christie 

West Hartford, Ct 

 

 

From: ruth howell <howellru@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 12:11 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water plan 

 

We demand that our water plan protect the public’s interest in maintaining clean safe water. Water is a 

public trust and should not be controlled by business interests. 

Ruth Howell 

Middletown, CT 

 

Sent from my iPadFrom: Diane Cameron <dfcameron45@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 12:09 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 



Subject:Water is Public 

 

 Please  insure that Connecticut's  state water plan EXPLICITLY affirms that "water is a public trust 

resource to be protected for future generations." 

 

 

Thank you 

 

 

Diane Cameron 

45 New Rd 

Avon, CT 06001 

From: Ellen Castaldini <ellen.castaldini@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 12:08 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:State Water Plan 

 

 

 

I am writing to state that I want the following language included in Connecticut's State Water Plan to 

affirm the protection of our water for future generations: 

 

 

Please include:  "Water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations". 

 

 

 

Without an adequate supply of clean water, we will not thrive.   

 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

Ellen Castaldini 

South Windsor, CT 

 

 

From: Tom Cameron <tdcam@comcast.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 11:59 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Comment on the Draft Ct Water Plan 

 



            This concept is a critical requirement for the water plan proposal.  It is very important that special 

interests not rewrite the proposal at this last minute.  Do not let corporate interests and their political 

allies undermine this fundamental principle,  

 

  

 

That water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future generations, and to be sustainably 

managed for the benefit of all.   

 

  

 

This is an ethical issue.  Please keep ethics in this planning process. 

 

  

 

Sincerely, 

 

  

 

Tom Cameron 

 

45 New Road 

 

Avon 

 

  

 

From: amy linker <holligator@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 11:51 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water is a public trust 

 

I do not want corporate managing CT water; corporate is about money not people 

 

 

"water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations"  

From: Graham Graham <graham115@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 11:51 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:State Water Plan 

 

 I am writing to demand that our state water plan affirms that  "water is a public trust resource to be 

protected for future generations".  

 



 

Kindly, 

B. Graham 

From: Guthrie Sayen <guthrie@BridgetotheDivine.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 11:45 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water is public trust 

 

Dear Members of the Water Planning Council: 

 

  

 

Thank you for your service. Planning for a sustainable and healthy future is indispensable for life on this 

planet and for the health of Connecticut. 

 

  

 

I was alarmed when I learned that commercial forces and their allies are trying to stop water from being 

labeled a “public-trust resource” in the Connecticut Water Plan. I am sure that those who wish to treat 

water only as a commodity argue that it is in the economic interest of the state. That is short-term 

thinking. To treat water as a public-trust resource is in both the middle- and the long-term economic 

interest of the state. Clean drinking water is second only to clean air; it is life itself. 

 

  

 

Please do not capitulate to the short-term thinking of those who wish to commodify a sacred trust. 

Think of your grandchildren and of their grandchildren. 

 

  

 

Thank you, 

 

  

 

Guthrie Sayen 

 

  

 

PS: I am astonished the CT Dept of Public Health is betraying the people who pay their salaries. 

 

  

 

Guthrie Sayen 



 

T  +1 860 461 1253 

 

S  guthrie.sayen 

 

www.BridgetotheDivine.com 

 

  

 

  

 

From: John fulkerson <patelladoc@aol.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 11:44 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

I am shocked and surprised at privatization of water. It should always be a resource in the public trust 

for all.   

Thank you 

John Fulkerson 

Litchfield, CT 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

From: Noreen Perreault <noreen.perreault@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 11:42 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:State Water Plan 

 

Why would you want to exclude the statement that CT's water is a public trust resource from the states 

first water plan? After the fiasco in Bloomfield with the water bottling plant, I have become very 

concerned that public officials are more concerned with money than with their constituents.  

 

Please, put the considerations of the public and our basic need for this natural resource above those of 

lobbyists and big money. I admit I don't know all the considerations, but, again, why would you remove 

this very basic statement of the public being the ultimate owner of this very precious natural resource? 

 

It sounds very suspicious. We obviously need some legal basis to prevent giving big money more, more, 

more and the PEOPLE less, less, less. Corporations, lobbyists and lawyers will always find a way to make 

us pay. Don't make it any easier for them! 

 

Put the citizens first! 

 

Noreen Perreault 

Windsor, CT 



From: Cathy Bailey <baileycathy87@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 11:37 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:"water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations". 

 

Please ensure that our water is protected from companies who will profit as we lose our resources.   As 

you know Cape Town So. Africa has less than 3 months of water left and water rationing is a reality for 

many countries and communities.    Is that the future you want for Connecticut? 

 

No one can own a resource, especially water.   We must act now to protect the one resource that 

sustains all life form.    If you choose to exclude the statement, that water is a public trust, you will lose 

the trust of the people and put our current and future lives in jeopardy. 

 

As a public servant do the right thing for all not just for the powerful.     

 

Thank you 

Cathy Bailey and Marni Willis 

Bloomfield, CT 

From: Brian Holzman <holzmanator47@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 11:33 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water 

 

Dear sir Water is a public resource. It should not be monopolized by any one including Nestle.  

From: Jennifer Boyd <jennifer@boydproductions.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 11:29 AM 

To: Pino, Raul; CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water is a public resource 

 

Water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations.  Isn't this obvious?   

From: Valerie Rossetti <valerie.rossetti@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 11:12 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul; Margaret Miner 

Subject:Water is Indeed a Public Trust Resource 

 

To members of the Water Planning Council: 

 

 

As a member of the public deeply concerned with the protection of the quality and quantity of the 

current and future state waters, I have actively followed-and participated in-the planning process for the 

state water plan.  One of its key components was to be the inclusion of the public in the process. The 

chief public concern-as demonstrated by the log of written comments and by the hundreds of letters 

written to the WPC members last summer-has been the inclusion of the principle that water is a "public 



trust resource" in the plan: a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future generations, and to 

be sustainably managed for the benefit of all. The majority of the members of the WPC, and its chief 

consultant, appear to have recognized the public's concern as well as the fact that this principle already 

exists in state law.  

 

 

Hopefully that recognition will not be undone by apparent last minute lobbying by the water industry, 

business interests, and a handful of state senators. Deleting references to "public trust" at the insistence 

of two anti-regulatory state senators would not only be a disservice to the citizens of CT, but a true 

subversion of the process of public participation. 

 

In addition, I am very troubled by the fierce opposition of the DPH representative to the inclusion of this 

principle.  The CT Department of Public Health is one that prides itself on the principle of "health equity" 

as an important determinant of water resource decisions.  If this resource is not one that is held in 

public trust, how will the economically disadvantaged and the minority populations of the state ever 

have an equitable voice in decisions involving water allocation and water quality? 

 

 

CT and its Water Planning Council have a historic opportunity, in this first-ever state water plan, to set 

forth guiding principles for the many complex decisions water decisions to come.  I urge the members of 

the WPC to continue to support the essential concept.of water as a public trust resource. If the public 

does not own the waters of the state, exactly who does? 

 

Thank you for your work this past year,  

 

 

Valerie Rossetti, M.D., M.P.H. 

88 Kenmore Rd 

Bloomfield, CT  06002 

valerie.rossetti@gmail.com <mailto:valerie.rossetti@gmail.com>  

 

From: Bette &/or Jerry Geci <bjgeci@att.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 10:54 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

Dear Members of the Council, 

Isn't it as clear as the water we all want to be able to drink that water has to belong to us all? 

Do we want private companies that have as their purpose to make money - I say - do we want them in 

charge of this life-sustaining resource? 

Do what's right! 

Gerald Geci 

From: Cecilia <healingnun@comcast.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 9:34 AM 



To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

Water is a public trust.  Please hold strong on this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blessings and Peace, 

Cecilia Baranowski, RSM 

 

Sisters of Mercy 

 

Thoughts become things.  Choose the good ones. 

 

 

From: Patricia Saylor <saylorpr@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 9:04 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Valerie Rossetti 

Subject:Our national government may be dysfunctional but can we do something right in CT? 

 

 

 

 

Water Planning Council:  

 

I have just learned that in spite of hundreds of public comments contributed to this plan over the past 

year, you are planning to remove clear verbiage that declares water is a resource to be owned by the 

public and managed sustainably for the benefit of citizens—not corporations and water bottlers!  

 

Please keep language in the plan that reflects our comments.  Please respect our water as a natural 

resource that must be protected for future generations. 

 

 

 

Sincerely,  

Patricia Saylor, PhD 

South Windsor 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Mary Keane <keanemary6@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Saturday, January 20, 2018 7:47 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Rivers Alliance of Connecticut 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

please retain that concept!mary keane 
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From: lynn fulkerson <lbfulkerson@optonline.net> 

Sent: Friday, January 19, 2018 7:59 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Rivers Alliance of Connecticut 

Subject:Water as a public trust resource 

 

There is growing concern that some view water as a commodity to be bought and sold, privatized. 

 

Water is the basis of all of life on this planet.  

 

No one should "own" the water that is necessary for life. 

 

The State of CT has the responsibility to secure our water as a public trust resource. 

Nothing less than that is acceptable. 

 

 

Lynn Fulkerson 

176 Clark Rd 

Litchfield, Ct 06759 

 



 

 

From: Claudia DiFabrizio <cd@haysworthington.com> 

Sent: Friday, January 19, 2018 7:48 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

WAter, the mos vital resource to human survival is definitely a public trust resource.  

Please keep it that way.  

Sincerely, 

Claudia Di Fabrizio 

 

Sent from my iPhoneFrom: Richard Heffernon <rheffernon@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Friday, January 19, 2018 6:20 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Rivers Alliance of Connecticut; Washington Environmental Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

NO Water Plan should be approved/written without clearly identifying that CT waters are a PUBLIC 

resource.  We the citizens of CT are allowing sharing of this resource provided the needs of the citizens 

come before those that would profit from a sharing of this resource. Any plan that does not make this 

clear should NOT be approved. 

From: d.landerman@comcast.net 

Sent: Friday, January 19, 2018 6:19 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: rivers@riversalliance.org 

Subject:Of course CT's water must be held in public trust! 

 

Dear WPC members,    

    How can you possibly pretend to represent the best interests of CT's citizens and the long term 

protection of our (insecure) water supply it you  deny the public trust nature of this most essential 

natural resource?   

     I am a Connecticut citizen who voluntarily attended many water planning Council and WUCC 

meetings and participated in many discussions.  I was first alerted to potential threats to public control 

of our water supply when Niagara Bottling successfully exerted its corporate power to use our public 

water for their private profit, with inadequate town,  State or water company oversight.  

 

    Asked to assist the planning Water Planning Council  by inviting public input during the planning 

process, I am pleased that individuals and groups across the state wrote in to express their concerns. 

Their primary concern?  Public control of our state's water.  Water is and must continue to be held in 

public trust.   

 



    To now hear that some members of the council are refusing to state, in our state water plan, that 

water is a public trust resource is appalling.  What powerful interests are manhandling the water plan 

for their potential private gain? 

 

  If the leaders of the WPC won't clearly take a stand to protect our water for future generations of 

humans and all life,  and capitulate to those who hope to make private, (or quasi- public private gain) off 

our water,  who will?   

 

     Please stand up for the citizens of our state and the natural environment.  If not you, who?  

 

Sincerely, 

Donna Landerman  

Bloomfield, CT 

 

 

Sent from XFINITY Connect Application 

 

From: Hugh Rogers <hughmonique@gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, January 19, 2018 5:44 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Rivers Alliance of CT 

Subject:water as a public trust 

 

To the Water Planning Council, 

 

Water is most definitely a public trust resource, and historical documentation confirms this.  Water 

belongs to the public and is held in trust by the state to be managed sustainably and for the benefit of 

the public. 

 

This concept must be clearly emphasized in the State of Connecticut's Water Plan, in both the 

introduction and the body of the text. It is imperative that the public trust resource of water remains in 

the public trust.  A Water Plan without this clearly established is undermined from its inception. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Hugh Rogers 

 

 

From: stevetheriault <stevetheriault@snet.net> 

Sent: Friday, January 19, 2018 4:23 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Margaret Miner 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 



Dear WPC:  Obviously water is a public resource and should be allocated and protected for the public 

trust first and foremost.  Areas out west have allocated water rights via 1st come, 1st serve and there 

are many overusage and conflict issues often leaving little or no water for ecological habitat uses or the 

public.  We must now stand for public trust water rights as preeminent.   

 

 

Very truly yours,   

 

 

Steve Theriault 

QRWA 

& Conn. Citizens Against Overdevelopment 

 

 

 

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone 

From: stevetheriault <stevetheriault@snet.net> 

Sent: Friday, January 19, 2018 4:23 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Margaret Miner 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

Dear WPC:  Obviously water is a public resource and should be allocated and protected for the public 

trust first and foremost.  Areas out west have allocated water rights via 1st come, 1st serve and there 

are many overusage and conflict issues often leaving little or no water for ecological habitat uses or the 

public.  We must now stand for public trust water rights as preeminent.   

 

 

Very truly yours,   

 

 

Steve Theriault 

QRWA 

& Conn. Citizens Against Overdevelopment 

 

 

 

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone 

From: Keith Ainsworth <keithrainsworth@live.com> 

Sent: Friday, January 19, 2018 4:10 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Re: Water Planning Council - State Water Plan 

 

Dear Council Members, 



 

   As a dedicated public interest attorney practicing environmental law in Connecticut for 28 years, I 

want to express my extreme dismay at the thought of reversing the inclusion of a reference in the State 

Water Plan to the waters of the State of Connecticut being a public resource to be managed in the 

public interest. 

 

   Water is not an exploitable resource like gold. All living creatures require it. Every human taxpayer, 

voter, citizen, resident, visitor, plant and animal in Connecticut requires water to survive. Water is, like 

air, a natural resource which can be utilized, for certain. However, any suggestion by any corporate or 

governmental entity that and water can be owned without due regard to the public interest in its purity, 

availability, flow and temperature, inter alia, is as irresponsible as it is ignorant of science. 

 

  

 

   I am not naïve enough to believe that there is a political element to the drafting of the State Water 

Plan, but in the spirit of common sense, the Clean Water Act and basic science – the public nature of 

water should be declared regardless of self-ish and financial interest. Some things just aren’t for sale. 

 

  

 

Water must be a public trust resource. 

 

  

 

Respectfully, 

 

  

 

Keith R. Ainsworth 

 

The Law Offices of Keith R. Ainsworth, Esq., LLC 

 

51 Elm Street, Suite 201 

 

New Haven, Connecticut 06510-2049 

 

(203) 435-2014  / (203) 865-1021 fax 

 

keithrainsworth@live.com <mailto:keithrainsworth@live.com>  

 

  

 

www.KeithRAinsworth.com <http://www.keithrainsworth.com/>  

 



  

 

Of Counsel to Cooper, Whitney & Francois, Attorneys 

 

  

 

This transmittal is intended for a particular addressee(s).  It may constitute a confidential attorney-client 

communication.  If it is not clear that you are the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you 

have received this transmittal in error; any review, copying or distribution or dissemination is strictly 

prohibited.  If you suspect that you have received this transmittal in error, please notify Attorney Keith 

Ainsworth at (203) 435-2014, or by email reply to the sender, and delete the transmittal and any 

attachments.  Documents attached to this message are not encrypted. 

------------------------------------------------------ 

U.S. Treasury Circular 230 Notice: Any tax advice contained in this communication (including any 

attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (a) 

avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the Internal Revenue Code or by any other applicable tax 

authority; or (b) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related matter 

addressed herein. We provide this disclosure on all outbound e-mails to assure compliance with new 

standards of professional practice, pursuant to which certain tax advice must satisfy requirements as to 

form and substance.  

 

  

 

  

 

From: Elizabeth Gara <garallc@hotmail.com> on behalf of Elizabeth Gara <gara@gmlobbying.com> 

Sent: Thursday, January 18, 2018 3:36 PM 

To: Betkoski, John; Wingfield, Betsey; Mathieu, Lori; CT Water Planning Council; Sullivan, Michael 

Subject:State Water Plan - Memo to WPC Members 

Attachments: Public Trust Memo Final.pdf 

 

Attached is correspondence from representatives of CWWA, CBIA, NFIB, Homebuilders & Remodelers 

Association of CT, Inc., CCM, and COST outlining concerns with recent revisions to the Final Draft of the 

State Water Plan. 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your consideration of our position. 

 

 

 

 

Betsy Gara 



 

CWWA 

 

860-841-7350 

 

 

From: Betkoski, John 

Sent: Tuesday, January 16, 2018 5:07 PM 

To: Mathieu, Lori; 'Elizabeth Gara'; Wingfield, Betsey; CT Water Planning Council; Sullivan, Michael 

Subject:RE: State Water Plan - Revisions 

 

As did I...... 

________________________________________ 

From: Mathieu, Lori 

Sent: Tuesday, January 16, 2018 5:06:20 PM 

To: 'Elizabeth Gara'; Betkoski, John; Wingfield, Betsey; CT Water Planning Council; Sullivan, Michael 

Subject: RE: State Water Plan - Revisions 

 

Betsey – I just forwarded to Mike, also including him on this email. 

 

Lori J. Mathieu, Public Health Section Chief 

Drinking Water Section | Connecticut Department of Public Health 

410 Capitol Avenue, MS#12DWS | Hartford, CT. 06134 

Phone: 860-509-7333 |Fax:  860-509-7359 |After Hours Emergency: 860-509-8000 

Email:   lori.mathieu@ct.gov<mailto:lori.mathieu@ct.gov> |Webpage: http://www.ct.gov/dph 

 

[http://www.ct.gov/insidedph/lib/insidedph/communications/DPH-Color.gif] 

 

[http://www.phaboard.org/wp-content/uploads/PHAB-SEAL-COLOR.jpg] 

 

From: Elizabeth Gara [mailto:garallc@hotmail.com] On Behalf Of Elizabeth Gara 

Sent: Tuesday, January 16, 2018 4:50 PM 

To: Betkoski, John; Wingfield, Betsey; Mathieu, Lori; CT Water Planning Council 

Subject: State Water Plan - Revisions 

 

 

As indicated at the Water Planning Council meeting on 1/8, the Connecticut Water Works Association 

(CWWA) is very concerned about the addition of language referencing the concept of public trust. Given 

the implications of the public trust doctrine on issues such as water rights, we believe this concept 

warrants further review and discussion, particularly since this has not been a concept which has been 

subject to public comment as part of the 120 day public comment period. 

 

 

 



CWWA has requested a legal memorandum from an attorney regarding this issue. However, the 

attorney is not able to proceed without being able to review the State Water Plan revisions which 

incorporate this concept. 

 

My understanding was that the revised plan would be posted today, but it has not been. 

 

 

 

Accordingly, CWWA respectfully requests that the language referencing "public trust" in the revised 

State Water Plan be deleted at this time. 

 

 

 

We would be happy to discuss these concerns with you more fully after we have had an opportunity to 

review the revised State Water Plan and obtain a legal memorandum. Please share this email with 

Undersecretary Sullivan because I do not have his new email address. 

 

 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

 

Betsy Gara 

 

CWWA 

 

860-841-7350 

 

 

 

 

From: William Ostapchuk <wostapchuk@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 10:52 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water as a Public Trust 

 

Members of the CT  WPC 

 

 

The mission of the Connecticut Dept. of Energy and Environmental Protection  

 

is to protect the natural resources of our state.  All recognize that without water  

 



life cannot exist.  Historically our values state that life is precious.  Therefore, one must conclude that 

the state comprehensive water plan must clearly state that water resources are  

 

indeed a matter of public trust. To eliminate this tenet is to reduce a renewable natural resource to a  

 

commodity.  The expenditure of time, energy and public funds to create the plan including students of 

the states 44 water basins is a reflection of this belief.  That belief is also the core of fulfilling need for 

conservation and a guiding water ethic. 

 

 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Bill Ostapchuk 

 

 

 

 

From: Jeffrey Daniels <jeff@jdsail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 10:13 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul; Bye Beth; Slap Derek 

Subject:Water as natural Resource 

 

Hi  

  I want to respectfully urge that the as you complete work on the state water plan, the document 

underscores the state’s commitment to protect all our water resources — and most notably to include 

words that assure that clean, potable water is a public trust, a public matter…and is not some natural 

resource commodity to be exploited for financial interests. 

 

 

The Hartford region, in particular, has a long history that has resulted in some of the best-tasting water 

in the region, and normally plentiful supply.  Protecting this is essential. 

 

 

Thanks 

 

 

Jeffrey Daniels 

 

 

 

 

Jeffrey Daniels  



102 Arundel Avenue 

West Hartford, CT 06107 

 

 

jeff@jdsail.com 

 

 

860-313-0989 

860-882-8166 (cell) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Laura Tedeschi <lauratedeschi106@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 9:28 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water rights should of course be held by the public 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

I just learned of your proposal to remove the language “water is a resource owned by the public” from 

the new state water plan. 

  

Water rights should be preserved for all residents and not be sold off or given to with preferential 

treatment to certain individuals or corporations. 



With coming global warming effects, Connecticut should be preserving water resources for the unknown 

future. As an example, you need only look at what is happening in India, and currently in Cape Town, 

South Africa. 

  

Removing this language seems like a small concession, but creates a slippery slope for future legislation. 

Please consider leaving it intact. 

  

  

Laura Tedeschi 

106 Wauregan Road, Brooklyn CT 06234 

Home/Office: 860.774.8740   |  lauratedeschi106@gmail.com 

  

From: Lupoli, Laura 

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 8:56 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Neeley, Nicholas; Lucchina, Gail 

Subject:Transcript from 1/8/2018 WPC Meeting 

Attachments: 08Jan2018 Water Planning 1330-1506_BUNDLE.pdf 

 

Hello, 

This just arrived in my box this morning.   

Laura 

  

  

Laura Lupoli 

Administrative Case Coordinator 

Public Utilities Regulatory Authority 

Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection 

10 Franklin Square, New Britain CT 06051 

P: 860.827.2631|F: 860.827.2822 |E: Laura.Lupoli@ct.gov 

PURA Website Address:  www.ct.gov/pura 

  

  

  

  

www.ct.gov/deep 

  

Conserving, improving and protecting our natural resources and environment; 

Ensuring a clean, affordable, reliable, and sustainable energy supply. 

  

From: elewc55@sbcglobal.net 

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 8:52 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Connecticut State Water Plan 

 



Dear John W. Betkoski III, Chairman of the Water Planning Council: 

 

We encourage the development of a statewide water plan to support collective planning and water 

management for our state in order to maintain clean and abundant water supplies in Connecticut and 

keep our water in the public trust. It is our understanding that there is a current campaign influenced by 

the public water utilities and others including Senators Len Fasano and Kevin Witkos to remove from the 

final plan language state clearly that water is a public trust resource. We believe that if this language is 

removed, the water plan would not sufficiently protect public water and the environment. Please retain 

language in the State Water Plan stating that water is a public trust resource. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Kathleen Magner 

Easton, CT 

From: Mary Ellen Ellsworth <maryellenellsworth@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 7:47 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:State Water Plan 

 

Please make sure that our state water plan affirms that “water is a public trust resource to be protected 

for future generations.” 

You cannot do less for the people of Connecticut. I hope you will have the courage, and decency, to 

respond to me, and others, with the affirmation of having done the right and fair thing. 

Thank you. Mary Ellen Ellsworth  

 

Sent from my iPhone 

From: Charlie Weedon <cweedon24@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 7:36 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water is clearly a public resource. 

 

  The words "water is a public trust resource" just makes sense. 

 

Be sure they are in your final document. 

 

Charlie Weedon 

 

Weedon Built LLC 

24 Tull Lane 

Pomfret Center, CT 06259 

cweedon24@gmail.com 

860-974-2362 

  



From: Maureen Nicholson <charnic@aol.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 2:43 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water Planning Council - CT Water Plan Report 

 

 

 

Dear WPC, 

 

 

In reading the executive summary of the report that is to be voted on tomorrow morning, There is a 

serious ommission. 

The statement : 

 

 

 "Water is a public Resource, belonging to the people of CT and held in trust by the state to be managed 

sustainable for the benefit of generations to come." 

 

 

must be included for your work to be taken seriously. 

 

 

Without this one critical statement, our water is open to the vagaries of corporate squandering of this 

vital public resource. Please do not approve any report that does not include the above wording. 

 

 

Sincerely,  

Maureen Nicholson 

 

 

Maureen Nicholson 

767 Wrights Crossing Road 

Pomfret Center, Ct  06259 

  

860-214-9755 cell 

860-928-0070 phone/fax 

 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Sally Rogers <sally@sallyrogers.com> 

To: wpc <wpc@ct.gov> 

Sent: Mon, Jan 22, 2018 9:14 pm 

Subject: Water Planning Council - CT Water Plan Report 



 

 

Dear WPC, 

 

 

In readint he executive summary of the report that is to be voted on tomorrow morning, nowhere do I 

read: 

 

 

 "Water is a public Resource, belonging to the people of CT and held in trust by the state to be managed 

sustainable for the benefit of generations to come." 

 

 

Without this one critical statement, our water is open to the vagaries of corporate squandering of this 

vital public resource. Please do not approve any report that does not include the above wording. 

 

 

 

 

From: Deby Van Ohlen, Wendy Payton <wen.deb.payvan@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 1:01 AM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul; mayor@westhartfordct.gov; MaryFay61@aol.com; Beth.Bye@cga.ct.gov; Steve 

Huleatt 

Subject:Comments on the Connecticut Water Plan 

 

To the Water Planning Commission, West Hartford Officials, State and local Public Health, and 

Representative Bye,  

My name is Deby Van Ohlen and I am a resident of and business owner in West Hartford, Connecticut.   I 

am writing to support the inclusion of language in Connecticut’s water plan affirming that water is a 

public trust resource.  I must confess that I am shocked that there is a question about including such 

language.  Clean drinking water is a precious resource, absolutely essential to the health of all 

Connecticut’s residents (now and in the future). Protecting this resource and protecting the health of 

this state’s citizenry is a crucial part of government and of public health.  I would like to quote an out-of-

state legal source, the Mono Lake case from the California Supreme Court states that “The state has an 

affirmative duty to take the public trust into account in the planning and allocation of water resources, 

and to protect public trust uses whenever feasible.” 

Public health administrators, scientists, responsible business users, and all representatives, protectors 

and advocates for the citizens of Connecticut must take the public trust into account as they develop 

this water plan.  And Connecticut legislators must take the public trust into account as they vote on this 

water plan.  Because when I say public trust, what I'm really asking is that you keep our water safe for 

me and for my friends and for all the individuals of this state, for we are the public.   

Thank you for your consideration, 

 



Deby Van Ohlen 

 

 

 

 

From: David Hussong <david.hussong@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:56 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:CT State Water Plan 

 

Please ensure that the following wording (and spirit of the wording) is included in the CT State Water 

Plan: 

"Water is a public Resource, belonging to the people of CT and held in trust by the state to be managed 

sustainable for the benefit of generations to come." 

Without this strong commitment, we are putting water protection at risk and defying the underlying 

objective of the plan. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

David Hussong 

Pomfret, CT 

 

 

From: Larry Ritzhaupt <larry.ritzhaupt@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:48 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: 'kacey constable'; 'Esty Richard' 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

Dear Connecticut Water Planning Council,  

  

The Conservation Commission of Old Saybrook is pleased that Connecticut is developing a State Water 

Plan, a plan that is essential for the maintenance and protection of our local waters for current and 

future use.  As a small town located at the mouth of the Connecticut River and Long Island Sound, with 

over 20 miles of coastline, we are acutely aware of the importance of having a State Water plan.  It is 

our position that state waters belong to the public and should be sustainably managed in trust by the 

state for the benefit of the public.  There are many issues associated with the state waters that will need 

to be addressed in detail once a Water Plan is adopted. Those issues include public access to water data, 

water governance, ground pumping, registration, drought planning, and benefits of clean, natural 

waters as well as other issues either not mentioned or that may need to be addressed in the future, as 

changes in climate are expected.   

  

Briefly, access to water data is essential for the empowering the public to have input on decisions 

concerning our state waters.  Without use of the most current data on sources of water used by the 



people, towns and industries of the state, making viable plans for waters for future generations 

becomes a guessing game as best.  An urgent need that can be addressed with the implementation of 

the water plan is Water Governance.  At the present time, water Governance is fragmented due to the 

management by many different groups and agencies.  Although a the State Water Planning Council 

provides a yearly report, there is no governing structure for the council or rules for decision-making, a 

situation that requires prompt action in order to have an organized approach to water policies.  Ground 

pumping  is the major source water, with likely increases in the amounts of water pumped in the future, 

as access via pumping to these waters is relatively easy and inexpensive.  However, there is nothing in 

the streamflow-protection regulations that limits groundwater pumping.  Without regulation of 

groundwater pumping, we are at high risk for loss of streamflow and the wildlife and recreational 

activities that depend on these waters.  Since 1982, utilities and other organization, both public and 

primate, that take water have been exempt from environmental regulation if they registered with the 

State.  The potential for abuse of ground waters is currently difficult to avoid as registered users of 

water are not required report the amounts of water they use.  Without water use being subject to 

environmental limits, we will be unable to protect the waters in Connecticut.  Drought planning may 

seem unnecessary in a state that has an average of about 45 inches of rain per year.  However, it is vital 

to have provisions to monitor and plan for drought conditions if future changes in the climate occur and 

yearly precipitation decreases.  Many areas in the world are susceptible to drought and are faced with 

need to make changes rapidly to protect their cities.  Recently, the city of Cape Town in South Africa had 

less than 4 months of water left in the reservoirs; very quick action was required to change and conserve 

water that allowed Cape Town to avoid a severe impact on the health of their citizens and economy. 

Based on the need to monitor, protect and maintain our state waters now and for future generations, 

the Old Saybrook Conservation Commission supports a State Water Plan that includes the wording that 

these waters belong to the public and should be managed in trust by the State for the benefit of the 

public.  

  

Kind Regards,  

  

The Old Saybrook Conservation Commission 

  

From: Linda Infante <linfante7@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:45 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

Water like air is a public resource. 

 

From: jo.warren@charter.net 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:41 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:URGENT-STATE WATER PLAN 

 

To Members of the Water Planning Council:  

  



This email addresses concerns that I have regarding our public water supply. 

Water is a public resource, belonging to the people of Connecticut and needs to be managed 

sustainably. There are concerns that the Water Planning Council may strike the language “water is a 

public trust resource” from the State Water Plan. This action would put our water supply at risk, so it is 

critical that this language remain in the Water Plan. The plan should state “water is a public trust 

resource to be protected for future generations”. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

  

Joanne Warren 

POB 367 

54 Mill Bridge Road 

Eastford, CT 06242 

  

From: Jean M de Smet <j.desmet@att.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:36 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: 'Rivers Alliance of Connecticut'; Naubesatuck Watershed Council NWC 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

Gentle people of the Water Planning Council, 

  

Water is a public trust resource: it belongs to the public and is held in trust by the state, which must 

manage it in the best interests of the public.  This language is in the current state statutes, Sec. 22a-15.   

  

The Water Plan simply acknowledges what is true.  The Water Planning Council does not have the 

authority to change the State Statutes.   

  

And, yes, the Water Plan should affirm those statutes.   

  

Why would anyone want to change that?  Follow the money.   

  

The Naubesatuck Watershed Council encourages the Water Planning Council to adopt the Water Plan as 

written on this topic. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jean de Smet 

Chair, Naubesatuck Watershed Council 

From: Nancy McMerriman <meadowmarsh@charter.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:11 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water is a Public Trust Resource! 

 



To the Water Planning Council, 

In reading the executive summary of the report that is to be voted on this week, I do not see the 

statement: 

 

 "Water is a public Resource, belonging to the people of CT and held in trust by the state to be managed 

sustainably for the benefit of generations to come." 

 

Without this one critical statement, our water is open to the vagaries of corporate squandering of this 

vital public resource. Please do not approve any report that does not include the above wording. 

 

Thank you, 

Nancy McMerriman 

31 Paine Rd 

Pomfret Center, CT 06259 

 

From: Juliet Kapsis <julietkapsis@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 9:56 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Fwd: Urgent: Who Owns CT's Water? 

 

 

 

Hello there! 

 

 

Please do everything you can to protect the greatest resources of our community. 

"water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations". 

Thank you! 

Juliet Kapsis 

Hartford, CT 

 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

 

 

From: Save Our Water CT <info@saveourwaterct.org> 

Date: January 20, 2018 at 11:21:12 AM EST 

To: julietkapsis@gmail.com 

Subject: Urgent: Who Owns CT's Water? 

Reply-To: info@saveourwaterct.org 

 

 

"water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations". 



 

From: Sally Rogers <sally@sallyrogers.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 9:37 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Fwd: Water Planning Council - CT Water Plan Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear WPC, 

 

 

In readin?g t?he executive summary of the report that is to be voted on tomorrow morning, nowhere do 

I read: 

 

 

 "Water is a ?P?ublic Resource, belonging to the people of CT and held in trust by the state to be 

managed sustainable for the benefit of generations to come." 

 

 

Without this one critical statement, our water is open to the vagaries of corporate squandering of this 

vital public resource. Please do not approve any report that does not include the above wording. 

 

 

Thank you 

Sally Rogers 

?P.O. Box 285? 

 

?Pomfret, CT 06259? 

 

www.sallyrogers.com 

 

 

 

 

From: Susan Esons <sesons27@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 9:21 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:State of CT. water plan 

 

Dear commissioners, 



 

Water in our State of Connecticut belongs to the public.  

 

As a citizen of the State of CT. I support the words “water is a public resource” be kept in the State water 

plan.  

 

Sincerely, 

Susan Esons 

356 Ravenelle Rd.  

N. Grosvenordale, CT. 06255  

From: Paula Coughlin <paulacoughlin@charter.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 9:08 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water is a public trust resource! 

 

To: The CT SATE Water Planning Council 

  

              It is of the utmost importance that the Water Planning Council ensure that the Connecticut State 

Water Plan include the wording that states that water is a public trust resource: Water is a public 

resource, belonging to the people of Connecticut and held in trust by the state to be managed 

sustainably for the benefit of generations to come.  

It is your responsibility to protect the integrity of the water in our state.  We trust that you will act 

accordingly. 

  

Sincerely, 

Paula and Daniel Coughlin 

Woodstock Valley, CT 

  

  

  

  

From: Katherine Allen <katallen@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 8:31 PM 

To: Pino, Raul; CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water is A Public Resource 

 

My name is Katherine Allen and I live in Canton, CT.  

I am very alarmed to learn that there is any questioning of our state water plan which must affirm that 

water is a public trust resource. 

We the citizens of CT, the tax paying public, own the water.  Not the corporations and water industries 

seeking profit.  CT state legislation is in place to serve the public to protect the current and future health 

of our public assets including water, and not sell our resources out from under us. 

We are watching and we the public deserve the assurance that our public resources are protected, and 

not lost to the powerful water utility lobbyists and the corporate business interests. 



Regards, 

Katherine Allen 

Canton, CT 

 

 

From: Rep. Hampton, John <John.Hampton@cga.ct.gov> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 8:06 PM 

To: Betkoski, John 

Cc: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water is a Public Trust! 

 

Dear Members of the Water Planning Council: 

 

 

Please do not remove language from the state water plan that refers to water as a public trust to be 

carefully protected and managed for future generations. 

 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

Rep. John K. Hampton 

16th District 

 

 

Sent from my Verizon LG Smartphone 

From: Lisa Galinski <lisa.galinski@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 8:00 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT State Water Plan Must Affirm 

 

Dear Water Planning Council Members,  

 

 

Upon hearing that the WPC is ___, it is absolutely imperative that our state water plan affirms that  

"water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations". 

 

 

Citizens of Connecticut have demanded this statement in line with the critical needs of the living 

systems that support life.  We cannot and must not allow one of our most precious natural gifts to be 

privatized and controlled by corporate interests.  Too much is at stake.   

 

 



You have the power to set a precedent with the state water plan as stewards of public trust and health.  

You can be revered as protectors of what cannot be replaced.   

 

 

Our water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations.  

 

 

Respectfully,  

Lisa Galinski 

West Hartford, CT 

From: Tanya Rhodes Smith <trhodessmith@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 5:34 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Protecting CT Water 

 

Dear John W. Betkoski III, Chairman of the Water Planning Council: 

 

My husband and I live in Fairfield.  

 

We encourage the development of a statewide water plan to support collective planning and water 

management for our state in order to maintain clean and abundant water supplies in Connecticut and 

keep our water in the public trust.  

 

It is our understanding that there is a current campaign influenced by the public water utilities and 

others including Senators Len Fasano and Kevin Witkos to remove from the final plan language state 

clearly that water is a public trust resource. We believe that if this language is removed, the water plan 

would not sufficiently protect public water and the environment.  

 

Clean water is our most valuable resource and not to be taken for granted. We strongly urge you to 

retain language in the State Water Plan stating that water is a public trust resource. 

 

Regards, 

Tanya and Robert Smith  

234 Stonybrook Rd 

Fairfield, CT 

203-331-2032 

 

 

 

From: Carolyn Gabel-Brett <cgfeminist@comcast.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 4:39 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT Water Plan 



 

Dear Water Planning Council, 

I urge you to guarantee that our state water plan affirms that water is a public trust and resource that 

should be protected for future generations. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Gabel-Brett 

 

 

 

Carolyn Gabel-Brett 

11 Cobbs Rd. 

West Hartford, CT 06107 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Jane Kochersperger <janekochers@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 3:47 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Rivers Alliance of CT 

Subject:Public comment of concern on development of final State Water Plan 

 

Dear Water Planning Council Members:  

  

I understand that the state comprehensive Water Plan will go to the state legislature in February. I have 

noted many comments on the plan with the majority being quite constructive and informative. 

However, it has come to my attention that particular comments of significance are currently coming 

under fire in a manner that may detrimentally impact the usefulness of the State Water Plan.  

 

 

More specifically, it appears that the concept and inclusion of ‘water as a public trust resource’ within 

the final document may be in jeopardy. Water as a resource does indeed belong to the public and 

should be held in the public trust by the state of Connecticut and managed sustainably for the benefit of 

the public and the overall ecological good of our communities.  

 

 

I am aware that a number of the regional basins are shown with critical water needs. Some basins have 

real water deficits that need to be addressed and others do not, but because of registrations included as 

water claims, proper water management planning cannot proceed. These issues can indeed be 



addressed and the state has it within its authority to do so. Moreover, the state has been working on an 

updated drought plan for more than 10 years but there appears to be no urgency with respect to 

moving a state drought plan forward for approval. In addition, the fact that a recently adopted “Green 

Plan”  highlighting the great importance of protecting and conserving land for water resources is not 

mentioned in the State Water Plan is disconcerting and gives me significant pause.  

 

 

The state cannot properly manage its water resources through water conservation alone even with 

proper improvements, implementation and enforcement. The residents of CT should be assured that 

proper planning and management of water uses as a public resource – now and in the future – are being 

undertaken with gravity and transparency in earnest. The baseline for effective statewide water 

management planning begins with acknowledging AND championing water as a natural resource held in 

the public trust by the State of Connecticut. I urge you to take up the suggestions for inclusion of ‘water 

as a matter of public trust’ within the final State Water Plan. Overlooking this matter or disregarding the 

significance of it will reflect an abrogation of state responsibility and will be acknowledged by many as 

deferring sole responsibility to address water management to localities without effectively empowering 

them to do so.  

 

 

The problems with existing water registrations, large volume sales to water bottlers, the misuse of 

existing water supplies, and much more have been documented in the State Water Plan. Surely you can 

acknowledge and include the most basic provision of necessity: water is a public trust resource.  

  

 

 

Respectfully,  

  

 

 

Jane Kochersperger 

 

 

510 East Putnam Avenue, D1 

Cos Cob, CT 06807 

Jane.Kochersperger@gmail.com 

From: Theda Lambert <thedalambert@msn.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 3:40 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water Plan 

 

Dear Water Planning Council: 

Please adopt the draft State Water Plan, inclusive with the language that water is held in trust for the 

people. The executive summary does not substantively change any concept or legal outcome held in CT 



today. However, deleting the “public trust” language will be a major deviation from common law and 

practices. 

 

Sent from my iPhone 203-788/9443 

From: Kate Conetta <kate.conetta@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 3:31 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:State Water Plan 

 

To Whom it May Concern:  

 

I am writing to emphasize support for the inclusion of the principal that water is a public trust resource. 

The executive summary of the State Water Plan reiterates that water is a public trust resource, and it 

should: it belongs to the public and should be held in trust by the state, which must manage it in the 

best interests of the people.  

 

Regardless of the objections by corporate interests and the legislators who advocate on their behalf, I 

hope you continue to honor the idea that water is a public trust resource, and belongs to all. 

 

 

Kind Regards, 

 

Kate Conetta 

 

4 Topfield Rd. 

 

Danbury, CT 06811 

203-313-3002 

 

From: Linda Pagani <lp212@liquidterrain.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 3:10 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Notice for tomorrow's WPC meeting at PURA 

 

Hi Eric, 

 

There isn't a notice or entry for tomorrow's WPC meeting at PURA on the calendar at the ct.gov/water 

Web site. I've been told by a friend that the meeting begins at 10:30 a.m. 

 

If that is so and if it is a public meeting, can you add it to the calendar as soon as possible? 

 

Thank you for your help, as always. 

 

Linda  



From: Rivers Alliance CT <rivers@riversalliance.org> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 3:03 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: lbwasher@gmail.com 

Subject:FW: The State Water Plan Draft Report Should Include Language Stating That Water Is A Public 

Trust Resource 

Attachments: water plan letter 1-22-18.docx 

 

  

  

From: Louise Washer [mailto:lbwasher@gmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 12:55 PM 

To: rivers@riversalliance.org 

Subject: Fwd: The State Water Plan Draft Report Should Include Language Stating That Water Is A Public 

Trust Resource 

  

Dear Rivers Alliance, 

I am trying to send this letter to the water planning council but keep getting a message that the address 

is incorrect.  I am sending to wpc@ct.gov.  I am on a flight out of the country, so can you help me get 

this letter to the correct email?  Thank you so much.  

Louise Washer 

Norwalk River Watershed Assos 

 

 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

  

From: Louise Washer <lbwasher@gmail.com> 

Subject: The State Water Plan Draft Report Should Include Language Stating That Water Is A Public Trust 

Resource 

Date: January 22, 2018 at 12:47:58 PM EST 

To: wpc@ct.gov 

Cc: rivers@riversalliance.org 

  

January 22, 2018 

  

TO: CT State Water Planning Council 

  

RE: The State Water Plan Draft Report Should Include Language Stating That Water Is A Public Trust 

Resource 

  

Dear Water Planning Council Members: 

  



The Norwalk River Watershed Association (NRWA) respectfully submits the following comments 

regarding suggested changes to the State Water Plan Draft Report.  NRWA is a not-for-profit 

membership organization with over 1000 participants whose mission is to improve the water quality and 

fish and wildlife habitats of the Norwalk River watershed.   

  

NRWA applauds the work of the Water Planning Council and supports the goal of creating a State Water 

Plan which will “Balance the use of water to meet all needs.” As noted in earlier comments on the draft 

plan, NRWA believes firmly that at the heart of any plan that seeks such a balance is the notion of water 

as a public trust resource as stated in CT State Statute Sec 22a-15, Declaration of Policy. NRWA is 

alarmed by the notion that references to CT water as a public trust resource would be intentionally 

removed from the draft water plan at the request of industry and government representatives. If water 

does not belong to the citizens of CT, then to whom does it belong?  

  

In the Norwalk River watershed, we experience the consequences of water use that is currently NOT 

carried out in a balanced way. We experience the way registrations allow diversions from the Comstock 

Brook to drain this pristine and vital tributary completely dry most summers. The problems caused by 

diversion have been compounded by the droughts over the last three years. Permission to drain 

Comstock Brook was granted by city charter in 1874 and “grandfathered in” with registration in 1982.  

The result is that our watershed has no legal recourse for protecting this vital brook.  

  

While NRWA recognizes the importance of protecting water sources for public utilities, we feel that it is 

in the best interest of the citizens of Connecticut to consider the sustainability of water planning with 

regard to the health of our rivers, streams, wetlands and aquatic life.  Our hope is that the Water Plan 

will begin to address problems such as those at Comstock Brook. Every plan should be a careful balance 

between the demand of water utilities and the minimum streamflow requirements of waterways. 

Environmental impact evaluations should be part of state water planning at all levels because water is a 

public trust resource.  We feel very strongly that stating this fact in the plan is vitally important.  

  

In fact, the Plan should do more to emphasize that water belongs to all of us and not to utilities, taxing 

districts or private well owners. The Plan should hold this concept at its core and state it as a 

fundamental building block upon which future planning will be based.  It should stress that water 

belongs to everyone in the state and to our collective futures, and the future beyond our lives. The 

principals of the plan should reflect that fact and the plan itself should state them.  

  

Sincerely, 

  

Louise Washer, President 

Norwalk River Watershed Association 

  

From: Patricia Barone <ptrcbear@comcast.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 3:03 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:State Water Plan 



 

Dear Water Planning Council, 

 

I have been following The WPC meetings for last year or so; as well as leaving comments on the draft of 

the plan. Thank you for all the work you have done in putting this plan together. 

 

I am dismayed and surprised to hear that there are some who are pressuring the council to leave out of 

the plan the concept that water is a public  trust resource.  

Why would anyone want to take something as precious and critical out of the public domain? 

The fact that water utilities manage water does not mean they own it. 

The public was invited to participate in the development of the plan by submitting comments to DPH 

and now it is very upsetting to hear that these submissions, which have included the words “ Public 

Trust” may now be disregarded because a few political, influential persons and groups want to leave this 

important concept out! 

 

Something is rotten in the state of Denmark!!(Connecticut!) 

 

Please, please think carefully about this and make sure that your decision reflects the concerns of the 

citizens of Connecticut. 

 

Thank you for your consideration, 

 

Patricia Barone 

27 Rundelane 

Bloomfield,CT 06002 

From: Caitlin Shanly <cshanly@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 2:35 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:CT Water Plan - Public Trust Resource 

 

Hello, 

 

 

I am a concerned citizen with interest in protecting Connecticut's public water supply. I would like to 

demand that our state water plan affirms that water is a public trust resource to be protected for future 

generations. 

 

 

Please do NOT exclude the statement that Connecticut's water is a public trust resource from the plan. 

 

 



I would like to protect Connecticut's water sources and natural beauty for all the generations to come. 

Thank you for your consideration. I hope that you will include that water is a public trust resource to be 

protected for future generations in our state water plan. 

 

 

Regards, 

 

 

Caitlin Shanly 

Citizen of Southington, CT 

From: Tim Cole <tim@westwindconsulting.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 2:07 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: rivers@riversalliance.org 

Subject:Water Held in Public Trust 

 

Greetings: 

It has come to my attention that there is debate regarding how the water resources in Connecticut 

should be viewed in the context of formulating the state’s new comprehensive Water Plan. I endorse 

strongly the view that water is a resource belonging to all of the citizens of the state which is held in 

trust by the State of Connecticut and public water authorities. Insofar as water and air are the two 

resources on which all life depends, like clean air, the entire population of the state should be seen as 

equal stakeholders in how water resources are managed. It surprises me, frankly, that there is any 

dispute about this. Please include the language about water as a resource held in public trust that has 

been included in earlier drafts of the Water Plan. Thank you. 

  

Cordially yours, 

                   

Timothy Cole, Ph.D. 

West Wind Consulting 

  

26 Nichols Hill Road 

Washington, Connecticut 06793-1705 

+1 (860) 874-7134 

  

From: Sophie Broach <sophie.broach@yale.edu> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 1:40 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:The State Water Plan Draft Report Should Include Language Stating That Water Is A Public Trust 

Resource 

 

 

January 22, 2018 

  



TO: CT State Water Planning Council 

  

RE: The State Water Plan Draft Report Should Include Language Stating That Water Is A Public Trust 

Resource 

  

Dear Water Planning Council Members: 

  

The Norwalk River Watershed Association (NRWA) respectfully submits the following comments 

regarding suggested changes to the State Water Plan Draft Report.  NRWA is a not-for-profit 

membership organization with over 1000 participants whose mission is to improve the water quality and 

fish and wildlife habitats of the Norwalk River watershed.   

  

NRWA applauds the work of the Water Planning Council and supports the goal of creating a State Water 

Plan which will “Balance the use of water to meet all needs.” As noted in earlier comments on the draft 

plan, NRWA believes firmly that at the heart of any plan that seeks such a balance is the notion of water 

as a public trust resource as stated in CT State Statute Sec 22a-15, Declaration of Policy. NRWA is 

alarmed by the notion that references to CT water as a public trust resource would be intentionally 

removed from the draft water plan at the request of industry and government representatives. If water 

does not belong to the citizens of CT, then to whom does it belong? 

  

In the Norwalk River watershed, we experience the consequences of water use that is currently NOT 

carried out in a balanced way. We experience the way registrations allow diversions from the Comstock 

Brook to drain this pristine and vital tributary completely dry most summers. The problems caused by 

diversion have been compounded by the droughts over the last three years. Permission to drain 

Comstock Brook was granted by city charter in 1874 and “grandfathered in” with registration in 1982.  

The result is that our watershed has no legal recourse for protecting this vital brook. 

  

While NRWA recognizes the importance of protecting water sources for public utilities, we feel that it is 

in the best interest of the citizens of Connecticut to consider the sustainability of water planning with 

regard to the health of our rivers, streams, wetlands and aquatic life.  Our hope is that the Water Plan 

will begin to address problems such as those at Comstock Brook. Every plan should be a careful balance 

between the demand of water utilities and the minimum streamflow requirements of waterways. 

Environmental impact evaluations should be part of state water planning at all levels because water is a 

public trust resource.  We feel very strongly that stating this fact in the plan is vitally important. 

  

In fact, the Plan should do more to emphasize that water belongs to all of us and not to utilities, taxing 

districts or private well owners. The Plan should hold this concept at its core and state it as a 

fundamental building block upon which future planning will be based.  It should stress that water 

belongs to everyone in the state and to our collective futures, and the future beyond our lives. The 

principals of the plan should reflect that fact and the plan itself should state them. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Louise Washer, President 



Norwalk River Watershed Association 

 

 

From: Rose Mary Sullivan <rmbsully@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 1:32 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

I am greatly concerned by the proposed water plan because it does not  clearly state and reiterate that 

water is a public trust resource and as such belongs to all of us. The use of water has to be for the 

benefit of all of Connecticut's citizens, those living now and their grandchildren and great grandchildren. 

Access to water especially  through groundwater pumping has to be monitored and regulated to protect 

access to water, the environment and  wildlife.  

 

 

The sale of water to a bottling company was not in the public's interest and seemed to me to be a 

betrayal of the concern for the common good. The state water plan must protect stream life by stressing 

conservation methods and utilizing  science such as in-stream flow studies and stream gauges. Our 

recent droughts should teach us that water is a gift as well as a resource. Access to water should not be 

threatened by greed or the economic benefit of a wealthy few. The most noble aspect of Politics must 

be in play here not the most venal  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Rose Mary Sullivan                                                                                       

From: McCarthy, Shirley <shirley.mccarthy@yale.edu> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 1:31 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul; Senator Kennedy 

Subject:water  

 

Water is a public trust resource to be protected for future generations!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

  

Shirley McCarthy, MD 

From: Rep. Slap, Derek <Derek.Slap@cga.ct.gov> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 1:23 PM 

To: Catherine Noujaim 

Cc: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul; Elizabeth Esty; Senator Christopher Murphy; Rep. 

Demicco, Mike 

Subject:Re: Water is a public resource, State Water plan. 

 

Agree - meeting with staff to see what we can do  



 

Hope this language is changed  

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

> On Jan 22, 2018, at 10:53 AM, Catherine Noujaim <cmnouja@aol.com> wrote: 

>  

> Dear Water Planning Council, 

>  

> In this time of climate change, as cities of the world begin to literally run out of water, we need to 

affirm that water is a public trust resource.   Connecticut is a state of many small farms, of towns that 

still rely on natural springs and wells, of lakes and bodies of water that are, thanks to state oversight, in 

good condition.  Making these waters available to corporate interests, to anything other than the public 

trust is a dangerous example for Connecticut to set.   The Farmington river is still low after the drought 

of the summer of 2016, and weather and climate events are going to become more extreme, and more 

prolonged.  We have had salmon return to areas of our rivers, due to careful management.  Please 

protect our beautiful state, our farms, our parks, all of which depend on water as a public resource.  

>  

> Please keep this statement in the water plan.   This is hugely important in an era of global climate 

change, as it will only benefit Connecticut if we keep our water here in our state, and will only hurt it to 

leave it open to corporate predation. 

>  

> Please feel free to email me if you need clarification of my views, as I realize sometimes concern does 

not translate through in the written word.   I am very concerned that there is pressure to remove the 

statement expressing the principle that water is a resource owned by the public, held in trust for future 

generations, to be sustainably managed for the benefit of all.   Please keep this principle, this statement, 

in the plan, for the benefit of Connecticut. 

>  

> Sincerely, 

> Catherine Noujaim  

 

From: Iris Kaminski <iris.kaminski@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 1:19 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water Belongs to the People 

 

Dear honorable committee members, 

 

 

I understand that the new water plan for Connecticut will be presented to the legislator very soon. 

 

 



I am writing this letter to you to urge you to reconsidering not privatizing  any more of Connecticut's 

water resources (restricting this in the water plan).  

 

 

 

Other countries (such as Israel) has a water law, that indicates that all the water resources belong to the 

state and are for the BENEFIT of the people. 

 

 

 

As a water researcher I feel very strongly that the water in CT should be under public control. I am very 

concerned of the trend in the country of handing over public resources to private entities that is not 

interested in what is best for the public.  

 

 

 

Thank you, 

Iris E Kaminski, PhD, MPPM 

cell: 412-841-3877 

 

From: Mary Doherty <marfrandoh@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 1:17 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: rivers@riversalliance.org 

Subject:CT Comprehensive Water Plan 

 

Dear CT State Water Planning Council Members, 

 

 

My name is Mary Doherty and I am a Southbury, CT resident. I am writing to express my fervent belief 

that water belongs to the public, is held in trust by the state, and should be managed sustainably and to 

the benefit of the public.  Without water there is no life. Is it possible in this day and age (with the state 

of corporate domination) to put people before profit? I hope so!  

 

 

I vehemently support the inclusion of the principle that water is a PUBLIC TRUST RESOURCE. 

 

 

Thank you. 

 

Mary Doherty 

 

From: Martha Sherman <martha.sherman@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 12:59 PM 



To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: rivers@riversalliance.org 

Subject:Water IS a public trust resource! 

 

I am writing to voice my support for RETENTION of the clearly stated concept that water is a "PUBLIC 

TRUST RESOURCE" in the Connecticut State Water Plan. In fact, I cannot fathom why there is any 

consideration of removing this statement from the proposed Plan.  

 

 

Of course the state’s water is a public resource, and of course the state is entrusted to protect it. It is up 

to every citizen to demand that our legislators protect this principle and codify it clearly and 

unambiguously in the language of the Water Plan. The citizens (and voters!) of Connecticut deserve 

nothing less. 

 

 

Water belongs to the public, is held in trust by the state, and should be managed sustainably and to the 

benefit of the public.    

 

 

/ Martha Sherman 

Woodbury, Connecticut 

 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

Martha R. Sherman 

41 East Hill Road 

Woodbury, CT  06798 

(203) 263-2260 

Cell: (203) 605-5773 

email: martha.sherman@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Rep. Steinberg, Jonathan <Jonathan.Steinberg@cga.ct.gov> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 12:54 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council; Pino, Raul 

Subject:Water Plan Draft 

 

To the Water Planning Council: 

  



I don't favor last-minute changes to the state water plan to remove references to water's "public trust," 

particularly on the cusp of the plan's presentation to the committees of cognizance.  This point should 

be up for discussion in the draft approval and the dialogue doesn't benefit from its precipitous removal 

from the document.  

  

Let's leave it in and have the conversation.  It speaks to transparency and good process.  We're counting 

on you to help us make critical choices which we can't do if we don't confront them directly. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jonathan Steinberg 

State Representative, 136th District 

House Chair, Public Health Committee 

  

  

Jonathan Steinberg  

State Representative, 136th District, serving Westport  

Email: jonathan.steinberg@cga.ct.gov 

Office Address: 

Legislative Office Building, Room 4100 

Hartford, CT 06106-1591 

Cell Phone: (203) 722-7477 

  

LEGAL NOTICE: Any communication and/or document received by or sent from this electronic mail 

account may be subject to public disclosure under the Connecticut Freedom of Information Act, Sec. 1-

200 et seq., except as otherwise provided by any federal law or state statute. 

  

  

  

From: clara ryan <clevryan@hotmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 12:37 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Water is a public a public trust 

 

 

 

Dear Sir: 

Water is a God given , exhaustible commodity, serving the survival and basic needs of human existence. 

Please consider the implications of making it available to anybody who wants to make it available to 

large for profit enterprises. 

Thanks for your intervention, 

Clara Ryan 

Ct. resident  

 



From: Hillary Chachra <hchachra@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 12:37 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Connecticut State Water Plan 

 

Dear John W. Betkoski III, Chairman of the Water Planning Council: 

 

We encourage the development of a statewide water plan to support collective planning and water 

management for our state in order to maintain clean and abundant water supplies in Connecticut and 

keep our water in the public trust. It is our understanding that there is a current campaign influenced by 

the public water utilities and others including Senators Len Fasano and Kevin Witkos to remove from the 

final plan language which states clearly that water is a public trust resource. We believe that if this 

language is removed, the water plan would not sufficiently protect public water and the environment. 

Please retain language in the State Water Plan stating that WATER IS A PUBLIC TRUST RESOURCE.  

 

Thank you, 

Hillary Chachra 

Westport, CT 

 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

From: Elizabeth Litt <betsylitt@gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 12:31 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Cc: rivers@riversalliance.org 

Subject:State water plan 

 

I support having the state water plan include the principle that water is a public resource held in trust by 

the state, and should be managed sustainably and to the benefit of the public.   

Thank you. 

Elizabeth Litt 

86 Great Hill Rd 

Newtown, CT 06470 

 

Sent from my iPad 

From: richard dorr <rcdorr@att.net> 

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 12:30 PM 

To: CT Water Planning Council 

Subject:Saving CT's water 

 

Our water belongs to the people of CT and is a vital resource that must be protected now and for future 

generations.  Control must not be left in the hands of politicians, lobbyists & greedy corporations whose 

damage to the environment seems to be relentless. 



 

 

Richard & Claire Dorr 

738 Cottage Grove Rd 

Bloomfield, CT 06002 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
January 17, 2018 
 
The Honorable Jack Betkoski 
Chair, Water Planning Council 
10 Franklin Square  
New Britain, CT 06051 
 
Re:  State Water Plan 
 
Dear Commissioner Betkoski and members of the Water Planning Council: 
 
It has come to our attention that the Water Planning Council is voting on the Final Draft of the 
State Water Plan on January 19, in accordance with Public Act 14-163. 
 
PA 14-163 was carefully drafted to ensure that the State Water Plan appropriately balances the 
need to protect the availability of public water supplies to meet the state’s present and future 
public health, safety and economic development needs as well as environmental and other 
needs. To ensure that the Plan achieves this goal, the public act emphasized the need for a 
collaborative stakeholder process to build consensus on the Plan’s recommendations. 
 
Although the WPC did engage a broad range of stakeholders in developing the State Water 
Plan, it is our understanding that the Final Draft of the State Water Plan has been revised at the 
last minute with a substantive change that incorporates language relating to water resources 
and the public trust.  This is a complex legal issue that has been the subject of considerable 
litigation throughout the country and raises serious concerns regarding whether it will be 
construed in ways that will impede the water use rights of agriculture, business and industry.   
It may well warrant further discussion through the Water Planning Council but it should not be 
included in the State Water Plan at this time.   
 
Given Connecticut’s ongoing budget challenges, we must refrain from enacting policies that 
would have a negative impact on the state’s business climate and economic growth. Clearly, 
policies that may be construed in ways that will impose additional regulatory burdens on 
business or create uncertainty regarding the ability to rely on public water supplies, will 
undermine the state’s economy.    
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In addition, to ensure that the State Water Plan achieved the goals outlined in Public Act 14-
163, the state has invested a considerable amount of time and funding into the development of 
a State Water Plan. Interjecting a controversial issue such as the public trust at this late stage 
may undermine the approval of a Plan that is vital to the state’s efforts to protect water 
resources.  Accordingly, as leaders in the State Senate, we respectfully request that the WPC 
remove the references to the “public trust from the Final Draft prior to its delivery to the 
General Assembly.  
 
Thank you for your attention and the anticipated cooperation of the WPC with respect to the 
important request. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Len Fasano      Kevin Witkos 
Senate Republican     Deputy Senate Republican  
President Pro Tempore    President Pro Tempore 
  
 
 





January 18, 2018 
 
The Honorable Jack Betkoski 
Chair, Water Planning Council 
Public Utilities Regulatory Authority 
10 Franklin Square 
New Britain, CT 06051 
 
Dear Commissioner Betkoski: 
 
On January 19, the Water Planning Council (“WPC”) is voting on the final draft of the State Water Plan 
(the “Plan”), which will then be transmitted to the General Assembly for its approval.   
 
Although we have actively supported efforts to develop a State Water Plan, we are very concerned that 
the Plan was revised at the last minute to include reference to the concept of public trust, a concept 
which could be construed in ways that encroach upon the water rights of public water suppliers, 
business and industry, agriculture and other water users.  This could have serious implications for 
residents and businesses throughout the state and Connecticut’s economy. 
 
PA 14-163 directs the WPC to develop a State Water Plan for the management of the water resources of 
the State and requires any such plan to balance water use for all needs, including the needs of public 
water supply, economic development, recreation and ecological health.  In addition, the statute 
identifies seventeen primary goals to be considered in these deliberations, and an objective to develop, 
among other things, consensus policy recommendations on how to achieve these goals. Notably, the 
detailed enabling statute does not reference in any way the concept of “public trust”. 
 
Since 2014, a variety of committees and working groups worked diligently to achieve the statutory goal 
of completing this final draft by January 1, 2018.  Given the subject matter, the discussions that have 
occurred at all levels were spirited; however, the final draft that was presented to the public was 
representative of a thoughtful and judicious, consensus based process that many have been engaged in 
for the last four years.   
 
We have serious concerns that after the January 1 deadline had passed, members of the WPC amended 
the final draft Plan to include a statement that water is held “in public trust.”  Specifically, the Plan 
inappropriately highlights the declaration of policy included in a single statute within the expanse of 
applicable laws, Section 22a-15, CGS, as follows: 
 

It is hereby found and declared that there is a public trust in the air, water and other natural 
resources of the state of Connecticut and that each person is entitled to the protection, 
preservation and enhancement of the same. It is further found and declared that it is in the 
public interest to provide all persons with an adequate remedy to protect the air, water and 
other natural resources from unreasonable pollution, impairment or destruction. (emphasis 
added).   
 

The concept of “public trust” is a complex matter of law and inserting this reference, particularly 
without further context, has potentially significant policy implications.  It was never discussed at the 
committee level or in the course of public deliberations and is certainly not a consensus-driven 
recommendation.  For the WPC to attempt to extend this unilaterally to the management of water 



resources of the State or the balancing of water needs is overreaching and potentially problematic, 
given the considerable body of case law regarding the public trust doctrine.  
 
It is worth noting that other issues which were raised in public comment but not consensus-driven are 
not reflected in the Executive Summary or without qualification in the Plan as indicated by the reference 
to health equity, as follows: “The WPC agrees that this is an important topic; however, since Plan 
development did not include a consensus-driven discussion on this topic, this topic has been added to 
the new subsection in Section 6, as is the topic of environmental equity.  One noted suggestion was that 
DPH and DEEP present to the WPC on these topics during implementation, with consensus-building 
efforts as part of future implementation and updates to the Plan”. (emphasis added).  
 
Clearly, the issue of extending the public trust to the management of water resources does not reflect a 
consensus-driven recommendation, as it was vigorously opposed by the state Department of Public 
Health as a member of the WPC and in public comments by CWWA.  Moreover, the issue raises 
considerable uncertainty and confusion regarding how it will impact the ability of public water suppliers 
to meet their obligation to provide residents and businesses with a safe, adequate supply of quality 
water and the costs that businesses and residents would incur for water service. 
 
As such, we believe that the reference to public trust and Section 22a-15, CGS should be deleted from 
the Executive Summary and the body of the Plan and that the WPC instead handle as other items 
identified for further discussion, relying on consensus-building efforts as part of future implementation 
and updates to the Plan.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
Elizabeth Gara 
Executive Director 
Connecticut Water Works Association (CWWA) 
 
Andrew Markowski 
Executive Director 
National Federation of Independent Business 
(NFIB/Connecticut) 
 
Bill Ethier, CAE 
Chief Executive Officer 
Home Builders & Remodelers Association of CT, 
Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Eric J. Brown 
Senior Counsel 
Connecticut Business & Industry Association 
(CBIA) 
 
Michael Muszynski 
Advocacy Manager 
Connecticut Conference of Municipalities (CCM)  
 
Kathryn Dube 
Director, Legislative & Membership Services 
Connecticut Council of Small Towns (COST) 
 
 




